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JAPANESE IMMIGRATION
Preamble: The most Important geograph-
ical fact in the past history of the United
States has been their location on the Atlantic,
facing Europe: and the most important geograph-
ical fact in lending a distinct character to
their future history will probably be their
location on the Pacific, opposite Asia.*
"The Pacific Ocean, its shores, its
islands, and the vast regions beyond, ^ill
become the chief theatre of events in the
world's great hereafter.
A. A Mixed Race — Probably Mongolian and Caucasian
In large measure Japan belongs to ancient history. Concern-
ing the racial origin of no great people do we know so little
with exactness as of the Japanese. Tany theories have been ad-
vanced, but slip-ht is the evidence which supports most of them.
Like most of the great peoples of the world they are undoubtedly
a mixed race. The predominant racial characteristics are Mongo-
lian, with a possible Caucasian admixture. For the purposes
of our consideration 'she was until little more than seventy
years ago practically a hermit nation.
1. Attempts to Open Negotiations
Two little known and unnoticed attempts were made early
in the nineteenth century to open negotiations with Japan,
both of which were unsuccessful. The first was attempted IT7
1832 and again in 1835 by Edmund Roberts, American Minister to
* e-nple, Geograohic Influence in TT . C ., p. 6.
••Seward, Tilliam H. , July 29, 1852
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Siam. His death following his second attempt prevented farther
negotiations, until a member of the House of Representatives
from Hew York, Zadock Pratt, presented a resolution which re-
oommended "that immediate measures be taken for effecting com-
mercial arrangements with the empire of Japan and the kingdom
of Korea." A few months later Commodore Biddle, n.^.N., was
instructed to take the utmost care to ascertain if the ports
of Japan were accessible. This was the first official at-
tempt to establish official relations between the United States
and Japan. This attempt was repulsed with the statement from
the Japanese government "that our customs are in this respect
different from those of some other nations, but every nation
has a right to manage its affairs in its own way." So per-
mission to trade was peremptorily refused, and Biddle was not
only asked but urged to depart at once. Intercourse with for-
eign countries was banned, and the Japanese were commanded to
stay at home.
(a) Effect of the Admission of California
to Statehood in 1850
The admission of California to the Union in 1850 gave
added reason for interest in Japan. There had been direct
voyages from San Francisco to Shanghai and Canton for sometime
and this brought American ships into Japanese waters. Along
with other considerations this led to sending a second naval
expedition to Japan under Commodore Perry. So, indirectly
Califonia became linked with Japan at the opening of Inter-
national relations. In 1853 the ships of Commodore Perry, if
they cannot be said to have forced Japan to open her doors
r
a statement to which objection is made by some, they at least
so firmly insisted that Japan thought it neither diplomatic
nor wise to longer refuse to acceed to the demand, and the
first treaty between Japan and the United States was signed
—
a treaty which says, *"There shall be a perfect, permanent and
universal peace and sincere and cordial amity between the
United States of America on the one part, and the empire of
Japan on the other, and between their people respectively, with-
out exception of persons and places." The door was open at the
behest of the United States. She has created the situation, now
so difficult to deal with.
B Economic Conditions in Japan Relative
to Physical Environment
To appreciate the changed sentiment in regard to immigra-
tion it is necessary to consider briefly the economic condition
of Japan in relation to its physical environment. The total
area of Japan is somewhat less than that of California. Of this
limited area only from 18^ to 20*£ is oultivatable and this only
by terracing the mountain sides to the limit of growing things.
Upon this «mall tract practically sixty millions have to be fed.
Some years ago a survey was made by the government of the
country to determine whether it was possible to extend her
arable land. It was determined that there was no further ad-
dition possible that could be profitably worked.
•Fair^hlet: ^orld To-morrow, p. 179 (Quoted) 8:178-182 June '25
k
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1. No Colonial Possessions—Density of Population
To make the situation more burdensome Jaran has no colon-
ial possessions to which her surplus population mifrht migrate
since for political reasons neither Korea mr Manchuria offer
an outlet. Leaving the northern island of Hokkaido out of con-
sideration since its topography unfits it for cultivation, the
average density of population is three hundred ninety-seven to
the square mile,—less than that of Holland, but greater than
that of England, it can readily be seen that her soil has long
since failed to suprly the food stuff necessary for her in-
creasing population. Nor do her natural resources afford her
any practical aid in the solution of her problem. Of the three
most essential re9Tuces—iron, coal, and oil— she is depen-
dent upon outsiie supply. There is no chance under these con-
ditions for industry at home or corner ce abroad in the products
necessary for large commercial undertakings, Hrre lies at
leaBt | partial explanation for Japan's desire and necessity
for expansion abroad. It is an urgent demand, not a national
ambition for a place in the vrorld affairs.
0. Recent ^ise of Japan
•^The rise of Japan as the most forceful state in the
Orient is a chapter of very recent history, of absorbing inter-
est, and of great significance to the present age. Accomplished
in the last third of the nineteenth century, it has already al-
tered the conditions of international politics, and seems
•Hazen, Europe Since 1815, p. 614 f f . Holt: v .^., 1923.
< §
likely to be a factor of increasing moment in the future evolu-
tion of the world. ...In the middle of the nineteenth century
their state and society were thoroughly feudal, and presented
many interesting points of similarity with forms long outlived
in Europe.
1- Originally a Pmittl state
The L'ikado or Emperor, reputed to "be the descendant of the
gods, was the head of the nation- But rrhile he had been for-
mally a powerful personage, he had for two centuries and more
sunk into a purely passive state. He lived in complete seclu-
sion in his palace in Vioto. took no part in the actual govern-
ment, had become in fact a figurehead, invested with a kind of
religious authority or halo, so that m&ny foreigners thought
that he was not the Emperor, but a sacred eoclesiastical per-
sonage.
2. Peal Authority the Shogun
The real authority was the Shogun. Reigning as a mere ser
vant of the Mikado, he had known how to acquire from the latter
more and more power in the ac'ual direction of affairs until
he was practically the ruler. The Wlkado was the nominal, the
shogun the real ruler. There were thus practically two dynas-
ties. Beneath the Shogun was the military aristocracy, the
Rairaios, owners of great estates, ^overnocs of provinces; and
beneath them, the Samurai or class of warriors, completely
armed in coats of mail, helmets and cuirasses. Such was the
system that remained lntaot until the remarkable revolution
that began in 1868. That revolution was the direct result
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of the insistence of foreign nations that Japan should join
with then: in the ordinary relations that exist between nations."
3. Coming of Perry
For two hundred years Japan had been hermetically sealed
against the outside world. This was rudely disturbed by the
arrival in Japanese waters of Commodore Perry in 1853. Tlth
an American fleet he was sent to demand protection for Ameri-
can sailors engaged in whale fisheries in the Pacific who now
and then were wrecked on the coast of Japan, and generally re-
ceived cruel treatment. Perry presented these demands to the
Shogun, supposing him to be the sovereign, and announced that
if his demands were refused he would open hostilities. The
Shogun granted certain Immediate demands, but insisted that the
general ouestion of opening negotiations with a. foreign state
required careful consideration. Perry sailed away stating
that he would return the following year for a final answer.
When Perry reappeared the Shogun made a treaty with him by
which two port 8 were to be opened to American ships. Later
other and more liberal treaties were made with the T Tnited Ftates
and other countries. .one result of which wa6 the overthrow of
the Shogunate and of the entire feudal system. The Fikado re-
sented the high-handed action of the Shogun, nominally a subor-
dinate. Later, owing to the trend of events, the Mikado and
his supporters reversed their position, tnd became favorable to
the new foreign policy.
Following the death of the Shogun and Mikado in 186C and 1867
respectively, the Shogunate collapsed, and to the new Mikado was
4
restored absolute power and with this a sweeping transformation
of Japan in her social and political institutions which tended
to make her in these respects an European state. •"So complete,
so rapid, so hearty an appropriation of an alien civilization,
a civilization against which every precaution of exclusion had
for centuries been taken, is a change unique in the history of
the world, and notable for the audacity and intelligence it
displayed. The entrance upon this course was a distinct result
of Perry 1 s expedition."
D. Beginning of Japanese Migration to the TT .^.
The census reports throw interesting and enlightening infor-
mation concerning early Japanese migration to this country. In
1870 according to the census of that year there were fifty-five
persona of that race in the country; in 18c30 there were 148;
in 1390 ?:here were 2039; in 1900 the number increased to 24,326;
in 1910 the total wa3 72,157. The rapid increase in the last
two decades is unprecedented , and furnishes suggestive material
for serious consideration.
The census report of 1920 gives this added
information (14th census Vol. II, p. 20)
Total number of Japanese in the r*nited States—111,010
Native born 29,672
Foreign born 81,336
According to the 14th cens-is (Vol. II, p. 29) the Japanese pop-
ulation increased between 1S10 Ufed 1930 by 53.8' (p. 29). The
I ale population ov?r 21, however, sotually decreased during this
period from 53,638 in 1910 to 53,411 in 19H0 for reasons which
Tazen, op. cit . p. 613.
• 4
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will be later explained. The increase was due to the influx
of Japanese women, largely the no-called "picture bridee."
The attitude of California which Tiill be considered later
in this paper can be easily understood by the figures of the
Fourteenth Census which reports that about two-thirds of the
total number of the race in the country has settled in that
= tate—71,952 (Census 19?0, Vol. II, P. 31) ^here they form but
8*l4 of the population of the state. A. study of these figures
"ill show that the increase in Japanese population was practi-
cally negligible up to 1890. Frotn that date the increase for
each was as follows^ according to the 14th census:
1889 3,395 1894 14,382
1890 12 , 628 1895 11 , 021
1091 5,249 1896 14,243
1892 14 ,455 1897 30,894
1 893 20 , 04 1 1898 1G , 4 15
It wa;? the greatly increased numVers in 1900 that led to the
protest of California vvhere, ps h3S been shown, two-thirds of
the immigrants settled. Had the Japanese scattered in the other
western states more widely than they did it is possible the
issue would not hawe been taken so quickly although it was sure
to arise sooner or later. In Washington and Oregon the numbers
were too few to create more than feeble protest in Washington,
and practically none in Oregon.
1. California Protests Coming of Japanese
Because of the outspoken opposition in California the Japan-
ese government announced that no passports would be issued to
coolies asking to go to the United States. ?his resulted in the
reduction from 12,626 in 1900 to 4,909 in 1901(13th Cens is Vol. Ill, p. 51
4
Even this did not satisfy certain elements in the state. I/any
had settled in the larger cities of the state Tihere they came
into competition ^ith organized labor. Later when they migrated
into the agricultural regions that sga in brought them into compet-
ition nit:: labor which ^as sharper yet, as they were willing to
work longer hours and for less pay. The situation sas intensi-
fied by the fact that the American agriculturalist raising
seasonal crops preferred the laborer vnho accepted the hours and
pay rithout protest as he wold more successfully gather his per-
ishable crop ?.ith less rer cent of loss to himself. The demand
was made that the Chinese Exclusion Law of 1S82 be applied to
the Japanese (Immigration Commission Rep. Vol.23, p« 167). To
theee economic grievances were added political and racial denun-
ciations. All manner of charges of an immoral character were
made but not well substantiated. A resolution was adopted at a
mass meeting, that Congress enact such measures as would lead
to the total exclusion of the Japanese. Because feeling ran so
high it is difficult to determine the truth of the situation
which was undoubtedly created and dominated by the worst labor
and political elements in the state and nation at that time.
2. Official Action of Governor of California
It was in 1905 that the first of the anti-Japanese messages
was promulgated from the governor's office advocating the exclu-
sion of the Japanese but little interest was taken in the matter
by the people at large in California, until a daily paper, the
San Franc! 8CO Chronicle, subsidized by labor, began a campaign
against the Japanese. Again the Japanese Government showed its
good ?rill by suspending temporarily all immigration to rawaii.
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Against this agitation David Starr Jordan of Stanford University
protested, as did President Eliot of Harvard who protested
against the "insolence of excluding the Japanese because of in-
feriority," Tne fruit growers of San Joaquin and Santa Clara
valleys claimed that such exclusion would make impossible the
harvesting of crops. The movement was plainly a lubor and pol-
itical one in origin and effort. The Exclusion League insistent-
ly and doggedly pushed the natter, until California congressmen
consented to introduce exclusion bills into the coming Congress,
meeting in the fall of 1895.
3. President Roosevelt's Attitude
President Roosevelt, always a factor to be reckoned with, was
strongly opposed at this time to any such plan. In his annual
message December 5, 1905, he strongly advocated a non-discrimna-
tory policy which wo Id not shut out a single person on account
of race, color, or creed. The congressmen from California who
waited upon hin did not find a cordial reoeption. As they pre-
sented the proposed plan of legislation he is reported to have
been greatly enraged. •"~hat on earth do you Californians mean
by introducing such a bill" he exclaimed. "Didn't you know such
a thing is preposterous? Tith our great trade in the orient, and
our peculiar relations with those countries, and with our solemn
treaty with Japan (1894) -yhich is the supreme law of the land.1
Do you suppose I would violate a treaty like that and affront
Japan? I would veto it if it were passed unanimously."
•Buell.. Political 3cience Quarterly, December, 1922. 37:605-638.
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It is maintained by those familiar with international law
that President T-ioosevelt war in error in his irt emretation of
the treaty of 1894 (SZ I) the last paragraph of which—Art. II
—
distinctly states th3t the provisions of the treaty should not
*"in any way affeot the laws, ordinances, or regul?tiona with
regard to trade, the Immigration of laborers , police and public
rec;rity ^hich are in force, or which may hereafter be enacted
in either of the two countries." Moreover the t reaty was not
the "supreme law of the land." ??otwith standing these errors
of interpret at icn the President had ^ade his position clear be-
yond the possibility of mistake and given the California congres
men a genuine shake up. Exclusion seemed to be dead for the
immediate future.
The stand of the federal government was such at this time
that the Japs still continued to come in considerable numbers.
T
*ad not the fearful earthquike and consequent fire in San Fran-
cisco destroyed such an unprecedented amount of -roperty with
result in great los3 of life, occurred at this time the Exclu-
sion League would hrive undoubtedly pushed its plans vigorously
in spite of the opposition of the President. 'Whatever else may
be said of the Japanese they are not a vindictive or even re-
sentful raoe. In this greatest disaster which has seldom been
equalled in the history of any city the Japanese contributed
through the Red Cross the sum of '"250,000 for relief.
Buell, Political Science Quarterly, December 1S?7 . 37:G0::«*38
r
E. Action of San Francisco 3chool Poard
It happened in 1905 that the element that controlled the
Fxclasion League controlled also the municipal government of
San Francisco. It is probably not an exaggorat icn to say that
the |BmMl of Sew vork City under Boss Tweed at its Torst
cid not surpass the Bunlcipal control of San Francisco at this
tine. The details of the political situation, while pertinent
to the question of Japanese exclusion cannot be entered into here
furthrr than to repeat what has already been stated that the sit-
uation was political, and largely dominated by the labor element,
"he Scard of ^ducat i.;n in San Francisco in : ay 1905 passed a
resolution declaring it 3 intention of setting up separate sohools
for Chinese and Japanese pupils, but action was deferred until
llM following year, ^hen the order was passed.
1. Uncalled for ;.rovc
??uch fuel was adied to the fire by tlus action. The schools
I ere not ov?rcrowed. There had been no request on the part of
parents or teachers for this action, and the quarters provided
ere objectionable. Against this state of affairs the Japanese
;
rotected violently, and to their own government. And here the
school question became an International issue. The Japanese
government lodged its protest at Washington through a cablegram
sent to Secretary Root by the TTnited 3tates embassy at Tokyo.
Secretary Root made definite the position of the T,nited States
| Dvernment in his reply that *"?he "nited States will not for a
•Daell, r-:litical Science Quarterly, "ol. 38:57-81 Deo. ,22
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moment entertain the idea of any treatment of the Japanese people
other than that accorded to the people of the ~iost friendly
European nation. ^ Tha issue was fairly joined.
&• Conflict between HAloMl and "tote Authority
"^rs it in that the conflictlag porers of state and national
government c are ~?nif es'. - J "par. ?nd the Pnited States ''ere
friendly powers. Could the action of an Individ"?! state disturb
these relational At this juncture the United <?tates Ml emphatic.
It coula not. "nfortunately the pror.ise of the government ima
not faithfully kept. r?ad it been, the course of events wonIf
no doubt have been different. TTow foolish and i 1 1-considered
was the action of the school board is attested by the fact that
'. here were b ?t 93 Japanese out of 25,C"u school chiliren in the
city, and there was no justification for such action as the lead-
ing educators of the state, including ^residents Jordan of
Stanford University :nf "feeler of the f'nivereity of California
a 9 cert ed. It war purely a labor lad political move. The out-
come of the situation was a conference of Washington between
the mayor of Con Francisco and member s of the school board, with
the President, who asserted strongly that the federal government
was charged exclusively with the conduct of foreign relations
^nd it »vould tolerate no interference on the art of a state
vl.ich impaired that function. The solution agreed upon was (1)
the school hoard r.-as to rescind the resolution ordering Japanese
children to attend separate schools; (?) that the president
would atoo all emigration from Canada, Mexico and Hawaii to the
United :;t tes on pas-ports issued by Japan only to theer laces;
c
n
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(3) that by diplomatic means the United States -ould attempt to
restrict direct imrigrat ion from Japan to tht TTnited states. As
will be seen this Mis a compromise measure, favorable chiefly to
the interests of California from the political point of view, or
more accirately from the point of view of the politician of that
L'tate.
f . taitl er.en ' I Ags 8 1 ent
In 1907 the immigration from Japan was 30,22G as against
in 1206* more than Aftobll that of t'.c previous year. This
caused great uneasiness along the Pacific coast, quite unwar-
ranted by the small percent of Japanese in the total population.
^ccjrdi-.g to the second clause of the agreement the immigra-
tion Act of February 2C, 1907 was issued in which the president
was authorized to refuse entrance to suoh immigrants who to
gala admission to continental America were using passports issued
'to any country other than the "nited States." D*d«S this au-
thority the President issued the proclamation of March 14, 1907
7.'. ich ordered the "Japanese or Korean laborers, skilled or un-
skilled who have received passports to go to Mexico, Canada, or
Hawaii, and come therefrom, be ref ised permission to enter the
continent -il territory of the T"nited St9tes."** There was a re-
vision of this statute in 1913 so as to avoid the use of the phrase
"Japanese or Korean'' but to car all "such alien laborers." The
meaning was evident ho ever. This same act of 1907 also author-
ized the President to enter into "such International agreements
•Immigration Report, Vol. 23, p.0, 1907
•• statutes 898, Chap, 1134, seel, 1908
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ae may be proper to prevent the immigration of aliens who, under
the l?.rs of the Mnited States are or may be excluded from enter-
ing the ?Tnited States, and of regulating ratters pertaining to
s ch iTigrat ion . " Pnder the somewhat indefinite authority of
thin .act rrrsident Roosevelt entered into the so-called 'Gentle-
men's Agreement" of 1907-08, ?ji agreement accord! ncr to which
tl iraaigration of Japanese to the TTnited States was left in
the hands of the Japanese Government which agreed to issue no pass-
port? to the laboring class. The Japanese maintain that they
scrupulously kept faith nith the United States according to the
letter «*plrit ?f this agreement. There is no trustworthy
evidence to the contrary, though California protested.
1. Economic Pnsis for Ant i-Japanese Immigration
Before undertaking a discussion of this agreement it may
be said here that there has no doubt been a real economic basis
for the early beginnings of anti-Japanese agitation in California,
and to an extent in the other coastal and western states. Thou-
sands of Japanese had come into these states; they had competed
with native labor successfully because they worked harder and
for longer hours. T'ence they -rere more valuable help for the
agriculturalist . No one cuestionB that in those early days
t*.«ir standards of living rere lover than thone of the American
laborers. The report of the Immigration Commission (Vol. 23, op. 137-138)
states that their standards Fere "lorer than those of the north-
ern f.'iropean immigrant but orobsblv no lovrer than those of the
south and central European.' 1 This, in a way, was as nuch their
riefsrtune as their fault since they were shunned as were the
Chinese before them and in many instances forced to occupy the
ii
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discarded shacks of the Chinese for lack of better living condi-
tions, and surroundings. Then, too, they were ignorant of Amer-
ican MUM of living which often led to unpleasant and cuestion-
able situations. Again, they like their predecessors, the Chin-
ese, v.-ere easily exploited by contractors since they had a ten-
dency to live in groups, which made under-bidding easy. This
brouaht to the fore front the labor and p litical question.
The dcntlenen'c Agrrecent , as noted above, authorized the Pres-
ident to undertake immigration agree :ents with Japan; the agree-
ment entered intc, vras not technically a treaty ae such which
would, .aider constitutional provision have to be submitted to
thfl senate for. approval , bat *a? what is frequently alluded to
a: executive agreement * made by the President by virtue of
his power to control foreign relations. It waa more of the
D : are of a private arrangement made by the President acting
taraayi. the 3tate Department, and the government of Japan. Its
full teras jere never made public, "hen members of Congress
8. • ht to sec-re copies they -'ere denied. This created riagiv-
ingB and suspicion*. It was given oat bv the Department of
State that the Japanese G-vernrnent 7as not willing to have the
original correspondence and documents made public. This gave
the impression in Congress that the ' 'greeraent" was secret
arrangement having features inimical to American interests. '
Mr. Hanihara, the ambassador fro; Ja^an to this government
states in regard to the "Agreement" that it wae entered into
after a frank and. friendlv discussion between the two govern-
* ^establishment of Right Relations with Ja; an, p . 19-20
Gulick, .L. Pan hlet . Federal Council of the Church of Christ
in America N.Y., 1924.
1
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merits "because of the fact that discriminatory immigration legis-
lation on the part of the United States would naturally wound the
national susceptibilities of the Japanese people" and it was
"made for the purpose of relieving the United States from the pos-
sible unfortunate necessity of offending the natural pride of a
friendly people."* It was not intended in any sense as a re-
striction on the United States government to regulate its own
immigration.
2. Terms of the Agreement
The terms of this Agreement are, briefly stated, as follows:
FIRST: Japan will of her own accord refrain fron issuing pass-
ports to Japanese laborers desiring to enter territories
adjacent to continental United States such as f'exico or
Canada
.
SECOND: Japan will recognize the right of the United States to
refuse the admission to continental TTnited States of
Japanese of the laboring class whose passports do not
Include continental United States.
THIRD: Japan will issue passports to continental ?Tnited States
only to Japanese of the following four classes; (1) Non-
laborers, such as travellers, business ren, financiers;
(2) Japanese, laborer or non-laborer, who have already
become domiciled in the TTnited States; (3) Parents,
vives or children of Japanese who have become domiciled
in the TTnited States; (4) Japanese who have acquired
farming interests in the continental United States and
wish to return there.
This "Gentlemen's Agreement" was in operation fifteen years.
A consideration of the numerical results of admissions and de-
partures as compiled by office of the Commissioner General for
these years shows some interesting and significant results.
(Rep. of Com. Gen. 1921, p. 142)
•The Hanihara note to Secretary Hughe l, April 10, 1924
Buell, Japanese Immigration, p. 208, Vol. 7^ orld Peace Founda^
tion, Poston, Mass.
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Total number of men admitted for these years
according to Agreement 120,317
Total number departing for these years 111,636
Net increase for these years 8,681
These figures pertain to the United States alone. If "awaii is
considered the figures would be as follows:
Total number admitted to TT . c . and Fawaii
for these years 171,584
Total number departing for the given time 155,488
Net increase for the given time 16,096
This makes a net gain for continental TTnited States of 8,681 and
for "-awaii of 7,415 for all classes included in the Agreement.
If men alone are considered, t^.e situation shows an entirely
different aspect, as follows:
Total number of men admitted to ? *. S.
and Hawaii 97,977
Total number of men departing 120,614
Net decrease of men in the period 22,737
When women alone are considered for the same period the result is
Total number admitted to Trnited States and
Hawaii 73,707
Total number of woren departing 34,874
Total increase for the given time 38,833
These figures form an interesting study. They show that under
the Agreement there was an actual gain in Japanese immigration
of 16,096 including both men and women; that there was a de-
crease in the male population of 2?, 735; and an increase of
females of 38,833.
(a) Results unsatisfactory to the ""est
To the western states this was proof conclusive that the
Gentlemen's Agreement was not a satisfactory solution of the
problem. It made little difference that the male population
had decreased so long as those men were legally here : and
according to their view were a "menace" to the welfare of the
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»est. A contention which, from their point of view ca not be gainsaid.
Frou the adoption of the Agreement in 1907 California particu-
larly had been opposed to it on several grounds. They felt that the
United States had surrendered the control of the problem to the Ori-
ent? to the Japanese themselves ^lich was in a measure true.
0. California^ Case
The legislature of California was in session while the Agree-
ment was under consideration, and it did not hesitate to voice
Its hostile attitude. It gave expression to its hostility by a
vote in the state senate denying to aliens ineligible to citi-
zenship' 1 the right to hold land by a vote of 39 to 3.* The Exclu-
sion League* always prejudiced, was not in the least interested
to give the Agreement a trial; it had no faith in the "honor'' of
the Japanese Government, and it was especially opposed to it not
only on the ground of surrendering a sovereign right, but as
moh so on the ground that it made no provision relative to the
Japanese population already in California. That point had been
entirely ignored and any understanding vhich left that out of
consideration could not be satisfactory.
It is difficult to arrive at any satisfactory conclusion as
to the efficiency of the Agreement. Governor Stephens speaking
for the people oi his state declared it most unsatisfactory. He
maintained that the population of the state had steadily in-
creased under its provisions; that there had been much unlawful
entry into the 3tate from Mexico which it was powerless to prevent.**
It is not denied that there was truth in his assertions. On the
other hand government officials frequently declared that the M Gen-
•Buell, Tolitical Soienoe Quarterly, 7ol. 39 ; p. 60. laxoh, 1333.
Buell, 1 olitioal science Quarterly, Vol. 38, p. 293. "far. 1923.
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tlem9n f s \greenent rt Tas a satisfactory methos of Uniting immigra-
tion. In 1910 the Commissioner of Labor in Hawaii reported that
it had stopped the influx of Japanese labor there.
•
1. Agreement Defended
In 1916 the Agreement was defended by 3eoretary of Labor
Til son in a latter to Senator Phelan of California, a violent anti-
Japanese agitator. 'nd Honorable William Phelps, acting Secretary
of ."State in 1919 in a letter to Senator Phelan said the Agreement
••'wa* forking with a fair degree of satisfaction. ' " M * Secretary
liaghes ai30 defended the measure in his letter to the House Com-
mittee in April 1924. As might be anticipated Ambassador H nihara
vehemently protested that hie government ''has most faithfully ob-
served the "Gentlemen^ Agreement' in every detail of its terms."
In support of this contention he cites the figures of the United
States Commissioner General for the fifteen years the Agree ;i*nt
via.fi in operation fhich show that the net increase lor all those
years was only 3,631, which number includes aerohants, students,
tourists and others to shjn the Agreement has no reference.
The question seems to resolve itself into that of one^ point
of view, each side proving by its figures the truth of its conten-
tion. There 11; no doubt bat what the people of California had
somewhat of which to be afraid. The Japanese h*id acquired by
purchase and lease some land which constituted only one half of
•Buell, Jc^iBreee Immigration, p. 292.
**3uell, Japanese Immigration, Vol. 5, p. 293, 1913. World*
1
Peace Foundation
,
Boston, 7.aee.
ftephens, V. D. California and the Orient, p. 142. Bm Fran.
1922.
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one per cent of the total land area of the state and l.S* of the
farm land of the state, surely not enough to cause the "hue and
cry" raised by a certain element. As • matter of fact the J~.ps
were torn agriculturists and by enormous labor had transformed
some of the least unproductive and apparently worthless lands
which had in some cases been abandoned by American labor, into
the most fruitful and productive areas of the entire state. This
has been accomplished at much less expense than the American
farmer could do it as the entire Japanese family, wife, and chil-
dren worked long hours in the fields so no additional cost -jas
imposed as must be th<° case in native labor under the same con-
ditions. Thus by their skill, their thrift, their industry they
were able to produce more at less expense than their American
competitor f It is not the vices so much a3 their virtues that
is the ground of co-iplaint against them. In a word they are too
efficient. It should bo kept in raiiid that they formed but slightly
over t^o per cent of the population at thi:i time, and that their
land holdings were proportionally smsll.
2. Land Law Passed for Protection
To limit the ownership of land by the Japanese the Califor-
nia legislature passed a law in 1913 giving aliens ineligible to
citizenship all rights to real property granted by treaty arrange-
ment but no other except the right to lease land for three years.
As a result of this law they could not acquire agricultural land.
In 1980 an initiative measure of greater severity was enacted
which prohibited leases and all other interests in real property.
As a result of these laws they were deprived of the use of more
than 300,000 acres of land which they had held by some arrangement
((I
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other than ownership. Califonia's action at this tir*e began to
tear fruit of similar nature in other western states—Arizona,
Texas, and Washington rhich up to this time had taken almost no
action. California persi8tently continued her agitation for re-
stricted immigration.
3. Governor Stephens Advocates an Exclusion Act.
In 1919 she ur^ed federal action. In 1920 the State Board of
Control made a report under the title of California and the Ori-
ental in which Governor ^. D. Stephens presented the question to
Secretary of State Colby in part as follows: *" Inasmuch as I am
seeking on the part of the people of California to deal .ith this
problem in a broad and final way, I deem it proper to advise you
further that we feel that the full solution of this question can-
not be had short of an e elusion act passed by Congress ... .""he ex-
clusion act should, in my opinion, provide for the full exclusion
of all Japanese, saving certain selected classes: it 3hould
further provide for the registration of all Japanese lawfully with-
in the Tnited 3tates at the time that the act is passed; and fur-
ther provide that the burden should be upon every Japanese
within this county of proving his right to be here by the produc-
tion of a certificate of registration. In this manner only do
I believe the complete effective remedies can be found.... Let me
say in submitting this report and transmitting this letter with
its recommendation, the people of California only desire to re-
tain the common wealth of California for its own people; they
Stephens, op. cit - California and the Orient.
f
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recognize the impossibility of that peaee-irroducing 3ssi." liabil-
ity rhlch comes only v/hrn raoes are so closely akin that Inter-
marriage within 1 cenerntion or two obliterates original lines.
The thought of such relations] ip is inr ossille to the people of
California. .. .California ie caking thin appeal primarily, of
course, for herself, but in so doinr; she feels that the problem
solely because cf her geographical position rn the Pacific slope.
S ^0 stands as one of the gateways for Oriental immigration into
this country. Her people are first af ected, and unless the
race ideals and standards are preserved here at the national gate-
way the conditions that will follow must soon affect the rest of
the continent." This ertract from the report of Governor Stephens
definitely outlines the attitude of the politicians of the states,
and explains the enactment of the resolutions of the 3tate legis-
lature in April 1921 further urging the exclusion of aliens inel-
igible to citizenship.*
''"Tver since about 1911," Tnrites Husband, Commissioner
General of Immigration, "general immigration bills have contained
a clause barring immigrants ineligible to citizenship."** \gainst
such discrimination Japan has always emphatically and vigorously
protested. It was because of such protest that this phrase so
objectionable to then was dropped and the act as finally submitted
omitted all reference to aliens ineligible to citizenship, and
other reading more acceptable to Japan was substituted. The Jap-
anese are a proud and sensitive people and particularly object to
being classed with those whom she feels have not taken the part
California Statutes, April, 1921 p. 1774 Sacramento, Calif"!
Jenks, J. and Lauk, '. The Immigration Problem, p. 434
Funk and tfagnalls Co., N.Y. 1921.

in Trorld affairs to which her participation in then entitles
her. As a matter of fact Japan is the only Oriental country to
be recognized as such by her part as one of the principal allied
po-ern, by her membership in the Council of the League of Nations,
and as a party to the "Four-Power Treaty" of the Pacific. Natur-
ally she resents any discrimination especially on the nart of the
United States whose friendship she highly values.
H . Exclusion Act of 1934
There ia little doubt but that the lon^-continued agitation
in California led to the passage of the Exclusion \ct of 1924. In
larch of that year The House Committee on Immigration reported a
bill, section 12 (b) of which provided that no "alien ineligible
to citizenship" shall be admitted to the United States unless such
alien is (1) admissible as 1 non-quota emmigrant or (2) the vlfe
or unmarried child of an immigrant admissible under the conditions
stated. Under the conditions of the bill the only persons admit-
ted were those returning from a temporary visit abroad, merchants,
ministers, university professors and bona fide students. TTot-
withstanding vigorous protests from influential Americans, in-
cluding Secretary Hughes ouite evidently backed by President
Coolidge, to whose protests were added that of Ambassador T*ani-
hara the bill was adopted Aoril 12, 1924.
1. Results of and Opinions Concerning it.
The exclusion clause of the Immigration Act of 1924 abrogated
in an abrupt and discourteous manner the agreement, thereby caus-
ing an intense feeling of indignation and resentment on the part
of the Japanese. This legislation was in direct response to the
appeal of California, Washington and other western states, rhich
were incited to themselves legislate in a discriminatory manner
5
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against Asiatics, by a wave of race prejudice anci hysteria en-
tirely unwarranted by facts.
The spectre of Japanese invasion was conjured up by real
estate investors holding land in Lower California. President
Jordan of Leland Stanford University says, "the whole situation
was a creation of the Hearst newspapers ." The Honorable CyruB
TFoods, American Ambassador to Japan from the United States,
August 1923 to June 1924, in describing the situation said 'The
Japanese Exclusion Act was, in my judgment, an international
disaster of the first magnitude—a disaster to American diplo-
macy in the far East, a disaster to American business, a dis-
aster to religion, and to the effective work of our American
churches in Japan." He then goes on to say that "It was as
though the Good aamaritan in the New Testament Parable, after
delivering the wounded and bleeding traveler to the inn-keeper
with a gift for his keep, had suddenly drawn off, doubled up his
fist, and planted a stunning blow in the face of the man he had
just succored. Japan was bewildered, disappointed, dismayed and
indignant." Secretary of 3tate Hughes, anticipating the effect
of denying admission to the nnited 3tates of aliens ineligible
to citizenship, declared that "the action would largely undo
the work of the Washington Conference on the Limitations of
Armament which so greatly improved our relations with Japan," and
he further adds that the manifestation oT American interest
•Oulick, ". L. Reestablishment of Right Relations between Amer i ca
and Japan, June 1924. Federal Council of the Churches of
Christ in Anerica. N. Y.
i{
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and generosity in providing relief to the sufferers from the re-
cent earthquake disaster in Japan rould not avail to diminish the
resentment which would follow the enactment of such a measure, as
this enactment would be regarded as an insult not to be palliated
by any act of charity."
(a) Ambassador Hanahara's Protest
Ambassador Hanhara sent a strong yet well-restrained protest
to the State Department an excerpt from vhioh is here qpt%4Htf
....As I have represented to you on former occa-
sions the mere fact that a certain clause, obvioisiy
aimed against Japan as a nation, is introduced in
the proposed immigration bill, in apparent disregard
of the most sincere tad friendly endeavors on the part
of the Japanese Government to meet the needs and
wishes of the American Government and people, is mor-
tifying enourh to the Government and people of Japan.
They are, however, exercising the utmost forbear-
ance at this moment, and in so doing they confident-
ly rely upon the high sense of justice and fair-play
of the American Government and people, which, v/hen
properly approached, will really understand why no
such discriminatory provision as above referred to
should be allowed to become a part of the law of
the land.
It is needless tc add that it is not the in-
tention of the Japanese Govern rent to question the
sovereign right of any country to regulate immigra-
tion to its own territory. Nor is it their desire
to send their nationals to a country -vhere they are
not wanted. On the contrary the Japanese Govern-
ment showed from the very beginning of this problem
their perfect vrillingness to oc -operate with the
United States Government to effect ivelv prevent by
all honorable means the entrance into the United
States of such Japanese nationals as are not desired
by the TTnited States, and have given ample evidence
thereof, the facts of which are well-known to your
"!ov^rnment. To JapLii the question is not one of ex-
pediency, but of rinoiple. To her the merp fact
that a fer; hundreds or thousands of her nationals
will or will not be admitted into the domains of
other countries is immaterial, so long as no ques-
tion of national susceptabilities is involved. The
imrortant question is whether Japan as a nation is
or is not entitled to the proper respect and con-
sideration of other nations. In other words the
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Japanese ,7overnr.ient aeks of the I nited ntates
Government simply the proper consideration ordin-
arily ^iven by one nation to the self-respect of
another Trhich after all forms the basis of amicable
international intercourse throughout the civilised
7 orld
•
It is Indeed impossible for my government and
people, and I believe it T?ould be impossible for
your Government and for those of your people who
had made a careful study of the subject, to un-
derstand why it should be necessary Cor your coun-
try to enact as the law of the land s ich a clause
as Section 12 (b) of the House Immigration Rill . .
.
The manifest object of the said "ection 12 (b) is
to single out Japanese as a nation st ignat izi::g
tr.em as unworthy and undesirable in the eyes of
the American peopls. And yet the res :lt of that
particular provision, if the proposed bill be-
comes a law as intended, would be to exclude only
140 Jatanese per year....
Relying upon the confider.ee jem have beer, cod
enourh to chcT: re at all timer, I have stated, or
rather repeated all this to you very csndidly and
in a most friendly spirit, for I realize, as I be-
lieve you do, the grave consequences ~hich the en-
actment of the measure oontaininp thpt particular
provision yould inevitably bring upon the other" ire
happy and mutually advantageous relations betreen
our two countries.
(Signed) M • Hanihara.
Honorable Charles E« Hughes,
Secret ary of 3tate.
2. Attitude of the TT.
This protest rrao discussed on April 14 in "executive ses-
sion'1 in the senata, the discussion bftinfT led hy Senator Lodge
of Massaohusett a -rho as usual led the opposition on the ground
that the letter contained a "veiled threat" against the United
States. Reference to the o*ords "prave conseouences" in the
Hanihara letter furnished the ppround of the charge, a charge
rrhich Ambassador hanihara vigorously denied, and which the
majority of those familiar with the circumstances did not ac-
cept. It is noticeable th^t a western senator outspokenly de-
fended *he letter la the discussion upon the matter.
»(
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•"If we are £Oing to exclude the Japanese immigrants," he said,
"let us exclude them because it is the wholesome thing, the right
thine, tne 2VB^ Ihlsg to do for the American people and let us
net r.r.ke the letter of the Japanese Ambassador the pretext for
our action" ... »Bt pointed out that the Japanese Ambassador had
expressly recognized the sovereign right of the "nited States to
e> elude immigrants. It is needless to fello.7 the discussion in
Congress over the matter rhloh provoked much feeling on both sides.
The fin?.l outcome 7?as that the bill passed to become effective
July 1, 1924.
3. 0O!rp?rieon of Gentle s en' c Agreement with
Exclusion Act
This exclusion law differed fro* the Gentlemen's Agreement
in three respeots: (1) it was a discriminatory measure directed
against Japan; (2) it transferred the administration of exclusion
from Japan to the United 8tates; (3) it imposed more stringent
restrictions than did the Agreement. The Agreement admitted non-
laborers and relatives of laborers and laborers returning from
3 broad. The Exclusion Law shuts all " aliens ineligible to cit-
izenehin'1 with the e7ception9 noted above. No Japanese already
a resident, no matter how lon^ he may have lived in America, no
matter what may be his occupation or the business he may be en-
gaged in ie permitted by the terms of this bill to bring to this
country for permanent residence his parents, wife, or children.
Japan simply could not understand the situation. Since the day
that Commodore Perry knocked at her doors the relations of the
United states with Japan have been not merely cordial and friend-
•Quoted by William D. Wheelock in Disapproving Anti-Japanese
Legislation. Privately Printed. Pamchlet 19?0. San Fran. Calif.
cI
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ly—they had been almost ideal. She had appreciated our dlcintei est
ednesn in matters educational, religious, ind commercial since
our policy in the East had never bee.* other.;! 3e than open and
above board so far as she ^rac concerned.
4. PttRMMncy of Exclusion L .? and Distribution
of Immigration
Th^re ia nothing temporary in the f7ordin T of the nev? immigra-
tion tarn adopting the national origins formula for InlgratloB
control. Debates on the floors of Congress indicated plainly
that the legislators felt thev nere eit ablishing a permanent im-
migration policy to be followed for many yearn to come , "ath the
exception it a comparat ively feis reor-aentatives from urban cen-
ters containing large settlements of the forelnai-born , both the
Senate and the House of Represent at ives? er- practically unani-
mous in indorsing the principle of nu-nerical restriction. Under
the national origins formula, the distribution of this immigration
total among the various quota clansifications tecores merely an
administrative function, of the Executive Branch cf the Govern-
ment, each nation already having contributed a certain percentage
to the Americnn people rill be allotted corresponding percen-
tage of the immigration total ac its quota. In other Fords, the
American people are taken as they stand, and to them each year is
added, in tihatever number Congress "ay direct, an installment of
Furopean immigration reproducing in Bta&ature the American Composite
(a) Quotas "at i oral, not Racial
All the quotae are national, not racial. No attemot is made
to discriminate between the various racial groups within any na-
tion. Each nation is allowed a fixe3 quota covering all \?ho re-
rr
side within its JwriadlOt ion . Under the emergency law of 1921,
for erarrple, the nuota for Turkey was ",654 each year. In a
typical year, only 153 or" the ali^r. ricf i ns charred arainst the
Turkish cuota were actually Turks. The ooint was that all ca-e
from territory under the jurisdiction of the Turkish Government.
Similar conditions prevail under the national oririr.r forrrula,
for the * nited Btatai cannot presume to discriminate between the
various people^ within the boundaries of a sovereign nation, "'he
• nderlying principle of the national origins- formula ir that the
people of the United States today have i vested and equal ria-ht
to say who ehall join tfcerc. Ehile the emergency lav of 1931
permitted the foreign-horn reeidentr cf the United States to de-
termine the distribution of Immigration c;uotae, the national ori-
iriR fcr.ul'j Fives eoual voice to native—torn and foreign-horn
like, Tan natl nalltlci in proportion as they h ve contributed
to the upbuilding of the Ar.erican Republic, v:ith the exception
of the Japanese and Orientals who are a negligible factor.
5« Basis of Exclusion
!7hen the United States first undertook to curtail tie flow
of immigration, the problem of finding e reasonable formula upon
rhich to base the fall distribution of quotas amen* the various
nati( nalities affected, im .ediately presented itself. The prob-
lem was a most troublesome one, complicated by political consid-
eraticro at home and by diplomatic difficulties abroad. T>
e
first actual move to curtail lm ig;rc ticn numerically Tas the
emergency cuota law of L'ay 12, 1921, restrict ine the admission
of aliens in any year to Z' of the number of forei-xn-born per-
sons of each r.aticr.ality residing in the TTnitri ^tates according
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to the census of 1910. In othpr words, there being approximately
1,401,900 persons of Italian birth resident in the United Stttes
according to the census of 1310, Italy was entitled to 3" of
that figure, or 42,057 immigrants, to the United States each
year. It is difficult to justify this formula for restriction
upon any basis save that of sheer expediency. There is no par-
ticular reason why the number of foreign-born of any one nation-
ality should determine how many more that nation might send to
American shores. The argument that, because so many had come in
recent years, a proportionate number should be admitted in future
years, is too far-fetched to be worthy of serious consideration.
The history of Amerioan immigration is a story of successive waves
from various sections of the Old ™orld. Later legislation fixed
quota at 2% of residents in 1900.
For some time there has been in process in Japan a boycott
of goods inported from the United States, in retaliation for the
action of our Congress in the passage of the immigration law.
Although Japanese statesmen very generally resent the enactment
of this law, the boycotting move rent seems to lack substantial
or enthusiastic supoort
.
6. Public Opinion Concerning Exclusion
Since the debate in the House, the reaction throughout the
country has indicated in no uncertain way that public opinion is
strongly in favor of excluding Orientals who come with the in-
tention of colonizing or making their homes here for a long peri-
od. The immigration of Oriental aliens, and their rapid multi-
plication, is becoming a serious menace to living conditions,
particularly on the Pacific Coast, and to the future of the
f
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country in general, and the Government should indeed take action
with a view to securing the exclusion of future immigration of
this type. Members, regardless of party were in accord about what
should be done, and they declared for a policy excluding further
Oriental immigration. All of them spoke of the indifference with
which the East had regarded the whole question. Using official
statistics, they quoted figures of Oriental population showing
that white folk are being rapidly ejected from control in many
large industries, such as fisheries, lumbering, fruit farming, and
market gardening, together with a large section of the retail
business. Every member expressed fear as to the future, and ap-
pealed to the East for assistance in keeping the Pacific province
a white man 1 8 country. The situation constitutes a conflict be-
tween theoretical international justice and stubborn internal
economic and social fact?. Immigration is a question to be set-
tled by each country for itself. The Oriental is so distinct and
so different from the native population that assimilation is seem-
ingly impossible. Free admission of the Oriental means to many
a lowering of the standard of living. The right policy is the
ecclusi^n of Asiatic laborers as permanent resident o, absolute
opposition to indentured labor, and fair treatment to those prop-
erly admitted under the laws. *"~here was a silent and steady
absorption of the business of Califonnia by the Oriental, partic-
ularly the Jap, who is the incarnation of commercial aggressive-
neso. The Oriental is never a pioneer but follows others, and
beat 8 them because he can afford to do it with his cheap labor
•Annual Reports of Commissioner General of Immigration 1918.
t
and terrible industry. If jaa gave over California by treaty to
Japan tomorrow, there would be a general rising in the State to
the last man and the last dollar, but unless we deal with this
proble: now we will be giving away California just as wholly and
completely as if by treaty."
We express admiration for the fine qualities of the Japanese,
and the opinion that immigration must be stopped without diplo-
matic processes. The white man is allowed no privileges in Japan
such as the Jap is allowed. If the Japs were allowed free entry
they would drive all whites out. The question is one of great na-
tional importance rather than of purely provincial interest.
*"It is, first and foremost, an economic issue. Fvery country
should have the right to control the composition of its popula-
tion." Although in considering population the Oriental does not
figure largely in either Canada or the United states, the question
is a very serious one. No person could visit California with-
out being alarmed at the conditions existing there. The Oriental
race is so different from the white that there is no possibility
of industrial competition and assimilation is admittedly out of
the question. The gain in ^irth ratio by the Orientals compared
with the whites in 1910 was* two hundred and fifty whites as
against one Oriental; but in 1921 there were only 17 whites as
against one Oriental. V?e could see nothing but exclusion of the
Oriental
.
I. Japanese Ambition
The Japanese are preeminently ambitious. A large section of
•Japanese and the Pacific Coast, Ryder, H. 1., in North American
Review 213, 1:1-15
.
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the country has a passion for progress. Its conceit is not 7/ithout
reason. It is due to her history—and when its history shall be
written a hundred years from now—who knows what PROGRESS shall
spell for the Hermit Nation of old? Japan is no longer a State
depending solely, as she did for centuries, on her agricultural
resources but in manufactures and industries ha? already taken a
considerable place amongst the nations of the world. c ilk is
the chief staple of export, the best qualities coning from the
provinces of Shinshu, Kotshuka, and Kishu. Numerous filatures
are now worked by imported machinery. Tea ranks next in impor-
tance. It finds its principal markets in Canada and in the
TTnited States, where it is used for mi-ring with other varieties.
1. Land and Sea Trade
The United Kingdom and dependencies share to the extent of
nearly half in the total foreirm trade. Numerous steamship com-
panies provide for an extensive coasting trade. The largest of
these also runs vessels regularly to China, India, Europe and
America. The native juni with its hugh square sail still forms
a picturesque feature, both on the coast and larger rivers. The
first line of railway, 18 miles in length, connecting Yokohoma with
the capital wa3 opened in 1872, and in 1898 a well-equipped
system existed of over 3,000 miles, with many new lines on
course of construction, ^he trunk line will ultimately join
Aomori, in the ertreme north of the main island, villi Eagoshima,
in the south of Kyushu. Two branches cross the country fr^m east
to west, and from Tofcyo and to Niigata, anr^ the other from ^yoto
to Kanazawa, plain in which the capital lies. In districts
still unprovided with railway co r.unication. the jinrikish? re-
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mains the chief mode of conveyance. An admirable roet and tele-
graph system, together with telephone exchanges in all the larger
towns, adds to the convenience of internal communications. The
?.'heat crop is equal to about one-tenth of her rice crop, or the
ssheat crop of Ohio. There is much interest over the discovery
that there is roor^ for the extension of wheat growing in the
sparsely peopled north end of the Japanese Empire. Sakhalien,
for examnle, long considered hopeless, is now thought to have
winter wheat possibilities.
The Japanese are credited with eating more fish than any
othrr people in the world. Two reasons account for thin. One is
an almost entire absence of the meat animals in Japan, and the
other is the abundance of fish in the waters surrounding the coun-
try, which happens to be composed entirely of islands, thus tempt-
ing it 8 people to go to sea. Yezo, one of the northernmost of
the four large islands of Japan, is too cold for rice growing,
I uch of it is too roiirTh for any other kind of agriculture, so, its
people like those of Norway and Newfoundland, have depended almost
entirely upon the catch of cod, herring, and other fish of the
north temperature latitudes. The onlv other industries of Yezo
are the coa 1 , which does not depend u^on climate, and the lumber,
which grows upon the cool mountains as it does in Norway, 3weden
and Newfoundland.
2. Acquired Territory and Colonies
As the Japanese realized that they must become like England
and live by manufacturing, they appreciated the importance to
themselves of Korea and Manchuria. They had long imported from
these quarters beans, bean oil, and bean cake (for fertilizer),
i(
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and the trade with these regions promised to be of increasing im-
portance as the country went over to the factory and commercial basis.
Korea had unused rice and barley land, promising materials, and good
forests. In L'anchuria, corresponding to our upp^r Mississippi
valley and oart of the Canadian ITorthwest, is the finest stretch
of unused farm land in the Mongolian world. Vanchuria has also
forests, coal and other minerals. These regions would furnish
Japan with food, take her ranufactures and the thronging emigrants,
and Tvould put her in an independent position resembling that of
China nd the United States.
Japan, like the United States, rap very late in having any
desire for colonies. Japan had at first to abandon the domestic
stem before she realized any need for markets and colonies, but
she then needed them more acutely than any other nation ever needed
tl.em, and she accordingly changed nor policy ? rith the most astonishing
rapidity. In a very short time she became possessed of colonies,
the desire for which is a psychological end political response to
the economic fact that a nation hap emigrated people who need
homes or manufactures for which she desires markets, or both.
3. Intellectual Attainment
The Japanese will excel in the future in many directions, but
the freest development may be ejected in those activities for
which racial and social experiences has prepared the intellect. A
strong but selective realism in literature, delica.te word-painting,
the successful search for mastery over the forces of nature, a
grasp of social and political relaticr ships—these are among the
things re may expect from Japan of the future. At present all is
still in the turmoil and uncertainty of a tremendous struggle of
c(
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opposing forces from which only gradually there is emerging the
mind and spirit of Modern Japan.
4. Ambition of Japanese Pre98 for Freedom of Speech
•The Japanese press has often permitted itself a display of
irritation against the Anglo-Saxon world. Nothing could be more
erroneous than the inference that these demonstrations reflect
any real hostility to either England or America. It chances
that the Anglo-Saxon world is too often the most convenient tar-
get whenever the newspapers of the Mikado's empire indulge in
one of their regular frays with the haughty clans dominating the
navy, the war office and the department of international affairs.
For the moment, the whole press of Japan is in revolt against
oppressions and censorships of which it has lone comnlained. The
contest is likely to be characterized by comment rhich may sur-
prise America and England, yet it need not be taken too seriously.
J. Japanese Commercialism
Turning to the commercial point of view consider what the
purchase of £464,000,000 worth of goods means to the American
workman. Eighty per cent of every dollar 1 s worth of goods shipred
to Japan finds its way directly into the pockets of the workmen.
This means that Japan 1 I purchases each year maintains an employed
army of 204,430 men for the full year at a daily wage of |6. In
other words, purchases by Japan give employment to almost twice
as many Americans as there are Japanese in this country, includ-
ing women and children. The Japanese are not crowding the Ameri-
cans off of the farm or out of the fishine. and other industries.
•Liberalism in Japan, John Dewey, Dial, 63:283-285.
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There Is no organized movement t:> colonize California and a
great deal of the land now occupied by them nan been reclaimed
fromthe desert and also the swamps, or is lanJ on rhich the
Americans were unable to Mkl a living. The majority of the
work being done by the Japanese is of a character the Americans
do not care to do.
1 Opinions as to Industry and Thrift.
John S. Chamberlin, Controller of the State of California
says: 1 I frankly admit the intelligence, the industry and thrift
of the Japanese, the wonderful strides Japan has made since Terry's
time and her proud position today as one of the greatest nations
of the world.* Honorable fllXSflU « Vaille of Colorado says: KThe
Japanese, it is universally true, are the finest kind of people,
law abiding— I may eay more law abiding than we aro ourselves,
none in the poorh^use, none in the insane asylums. " * * Robert
Eewton Lynch, vice-president of the San Francisco Chamber of Com-
merce, speaks highly of "Japan 1 s entry into the .^reat rar, her
staunch rejection of German syrpathy and her great service in
policing the waters of the Pacific, even protecting the waters
of our Pacific coast,'1 and he adds, H It raised the Japanese in
popular esteem snd confidence on the Pacific coa st .
*
Governor Stephens speaks elocuently of the many admirable
qualities of the Japanese and says: *¥• assume no arrogant su-
periority of race or culture over them. Their art, their liter-
ature, their philosophy and in recent years their scientific
* 8t epens, W. D. California and the Oriental p. 74. ~an Fran. 19 24
.
••Review of Reviews, June 1924, Japan and Immigration.
•**?an Francisco Chronicle . June 7, 19?3.
r
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attainments havn gained for them a resoect from the Thite peoples
which we who know them so well f illy share."* Benjamin Ide Wheeler,
president emeritus of the State Hniversity, mentions "their vir-
tues, 1 hat strangely enou?h ad-is that these tfclngt "render their
presence among us a pitiful danger."** "There is no record in history
where the Almighty has been able to produce a race able to justify
its existence and leave out the homely virtues of thrift, indus-
try and hard work. If the possession of these qualities by any
class of people in the United States of America const itues a
danger, the prayers of the oeople should be that, like small-pox
and measles, it may become infections with no quarantine laws
against the speed of it."
X. Real Point at Issue
Before going farther with this discussion let it be under-
stood that there is no ^larrel amonm the people of California as
to the advisability of preventing immigration of the laboring
classes. This cannot be stated too strongly. All are agreed, in-
cluding the Japanese, that it is not desirable to admit any but
student?, artists, travelers and Timbers of the orofessional
classes. The whole question is, How shall this be done and how
shall those who are here be treated? Shall these people snd the
Japanese nation be dealt with ae become one great na.tior dealing
with another nation? Shall the qa est ion be handled in a way to
allow America to retain her self-respect, and the confidence and
good-will of Japan and the other nations of the world? Or shall
a short-sighted policy be followed that will forfeit the rrood-mill
bo essential to America if she is to continue as the srreat moral
•Stephens, California and the Oriental, p. 192.Quoted in New York Times, Ju^y 3, 1924.
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leader of the nations"" There seems to be no danger from the
parent 8. They have been law abiding, Industrious, honest and
willing and anxious at all times that their children should ac-
quire an education and knowledge of our language. It is not sur-
prising that they should be a bit backward about asking their
children to become wildly enthusiastic over a country that de-
nied to them, the parents, any opportunity to become citizens.
Is it surprising that they should still cherish memories of the
land that gave them birth and the only land to which they can
look for protection?
Since the formation of the Gentlemen^ Agreement in 1907
the clamor about the menace of the Japanese invasion has had no
foundation in fact. By that agreement and the later modifications
Japan undertook to cut off the flow of her laborers to the United
States. If, as was sometimes claimed, the Government of Japan
did not strictly observe its obligations, then there was something
vitally wrong with the American consuls who set their seals on the
passports issued by Tokio. The agreement itself was evidence that
Japan wanted no dispute with the United States over immigration
and was willing to meet the American demand for protection against
"the Japanese invasion." Moreover Japan was prepared to modify
the agreement with a view to making the bar even more rigid. That
was not all. Japan expressed a willingness to accept a quota
arrangement which would admit only about one hundred and fifty
Japanese to the United States annually, or even a smaller number.
Japanese immigration was not an issue. With Japan the question
was merely how to avoid an express discrimination in the letter
of the law. Whoever raises the bogy of the alien invasion" in
CD
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the discussion of relations with Japan either has ulterior
motives or suffers from a lack of knowledge.
I. Ho Bogy of Invasion
The substance of the controversy is not imraigrat ion. neither
is it a genuine fear on the part of informed American citizens
that Japan is preparing for a war of revenge or aggression against
the United States. No person at all conversant with the weight
of men, money, and economic endurance involved in such a war be-
lieves for a moment that Japan can cross the Pacific Ocean, as-
sail our "estem coast, and- -to use the language of hysterics
—
seize all the territory as far east as Denver. The most pessimis-
tic view of the case is that if war arose Japan would snap up the
Philippines, and that it woul ' take considerable effort on our part
to restore them to the position of liberty which they now so hap-
pily enjoy under American sovereignty. A sensible view of the
matter takes note of the disparity of forces. Japan proper has
about fifty-eight million people; the United States has twice
that number. Japan is at present almost entirely dependent upon
other oountries for iron and steel and for roost of the great en-
gines of war such as airplanes, gyroscopes, and motor trucks. The
United States has unlimited supplies of iron and steel at home and
commands all the t echnioal instrumentalities for the destruction
of life and property. Japan is a poor country, meacured in dollars
and cent 8; the T*nited States is the richest nation on earth and could
finance a war a hundred years after Japan fell flat in bankruptcy.
3. Reasons for Restriction
Thi9 point must be clearly borne in mind. TCith few, if any,
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exceptions, all Americans are agreed that, for the -resent st
least, there should be no mass immigration of Asiatic peoples
to our shores. And we believe the leading Japanese and Chinese
statesmen recognize the wisdom of this policy. That it is a na-
tional policy is evident from the several Chinese exclusion la*vs,
the "Gentlemen's Agreement" with Japan of 1907, and the barred
zones erected in almost all the rest of Asia by the general im-
migration act of 1917. There should be no occasion for alarm
lest this policy be reversed and our Western coast be flooded
with immigrants from Asia. It is true that the Japanese v:o ;ld
be desirable immigrants frorr every point of view save two. ?hey
are industrious, thrifty, and law-abiding: they are literate in
their own tongue; they would go on the land, where labor is so much
needed in these days of the drift to the cities; and they are
quick to grasp new ways and methods. But they would come from a
country of much lower economic development than our own, where
wages are often ten times less than those paid in California; and
so, unrestricted immigration might mean mass immigration in num-
bers too great to be assimilated, and productive of serious dis-
turbance in our economic life. And they would be representa-
tives of a race, different in color and culture, with which
white people are not yet prepared to deal on its merit p. It
would be equally unfortunate for the white settlers of the Test
and for the Japanese immigrants if any appreciable immigration
were permitted until our people are ready and willing to receive
these aliens. But, on the other hand, the passage of legislation
discriminating against Oriental subjects already resident among
(
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us has been in the past, and will herafter be, if persisted in,
the occasion of difference of opinion among our own people, and
of bitterness on the part of our Asiatio neighbors. All this
seem6 so elemental, that one may well wonder why there should fee
any problem at all in California. It ia necessary, therefore,
to examine the reasons for the heated discussions of the past
few months.
Down to the summer of 1908, there was unrestricted immigra-
tion from Japan and the Hawaiian Islands. The present local
problem is a legacy of those days of free immigration. In 1908
the "Gentlemen's Agreement" was in effective operation; and since
that time there has been little increase in the number of Jap-
anese laborers admitted to this country. An unofficial census
made by the Japanese themselves in f/arch 1920, estimated their
number at 78,628, and the estimate of the State Board of Control,
not based however on an enumeration, was 87,279. But in any case
the numbers are not alarming for a state with a population of
3,426, 8G1, which has shown an increase of 1,049,312 in the past
decade, rnofficial estimates, often cited without proof, assert
that the Japanese population ranges between 100,000 and 150,000.
When studying the figures of Japanese immigration, it must
be remembered that a considerable allowance has to be made for
the departures of travelers, merchants, students, and officials,
as well as for the movement bade and forth of Japanese settlers
who return home for a visit between harvests. Thus the number
of arrivals on the Continent, between July, 1908, and July, 1919
was 79,738, while the number of departures in the same period
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was 68,770, leaving a net increase in eleven years of 10,968.*
The Japanese immigrants between 1900 and 1908 were chiefly
young men—laborers who oarae up from the Hawaiian plantations
after the annexation of Hawaii and before the restrictive meas-
ures of 1908. Few brought wives with them. In 1910, the census
reported 35,116 male and 6,240 female Japanese in California.
Of those numbers, 29,423 men and 4,140 women were between the
ages of twenty and forty-five. Naturally, as the ^en established
themselves in positions where they could sup ort a wife and fam-
ily, they desired to do so. TTnable to find Japanese women in
this country they sent home for them in many oases, and these
women became the much-discussed picture brides." Some 5,749
of these brides arrived at San Francisco between July, 1911, and
arch 1920. Other Japanese returned and found wives of their
choice in Japan; so that in 19^0 the census reported 44,364 Japan-
ese males and 25,832 females.
The opponents of the Japanese and other Orientals base their
objections on the sweeping charge that they are unassimilable.
Assimilation, of course, may be of two kinds, physical and cultural.
Few would allege today that the physical assimilation of a while
aid a yellow race is impossible. The difficulties in the way are
social, rather than biological. The point need not be argued, how-
ever, because the Japanese have as highly developed a sense of
race as have the white peoples, and only in the remote future can
we think of these social barriers breaking down. And it is well
to remember that we number among our most useful and prominent
citizens the representatives of an Asiatic race which has kept
*"orld Almanac, N.Y.City 1925, p. 259.
<3
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its blood remarkably pure through centuries of persecution and exile'.
When, however, it cones to cultural assimilation, we have the
right to demand that the objectors prove their negative. And this,
of course, they cannot do. It is thoughtless to say the least,
to denounce the Japanese as unassignable, when there are so few
facts on which to base an opinion. In the first place, the bulk
of the Japanese in California were born in Japan. The children,
in spite of their proficiency in the public schools, have been
reared by parents of Japanese culture. A Japanese of the third
generation is rarely found in this country. After we have a con-
siderable number of youn^ Japanese with American-torn parents, then,
and only then, shall we have some slight basis for an opinion as
to whether the Japanese can absorb American ways and ideals. As
a matter of fact, we know that the Japanese school children are
eager for education, and are apt pupils. Few of them would en-
deavor to master the difficult language of their paxents were it
not for parental pressure. Many of them, where the parents are
conversant with English, have made no attempt to study Japanese;
and I believe it to be very doubtful if many of the third genera-
tion in this country will have any acquaintance with the language
of their ancestors. Furthermore, the Japanese settlers are them-
selves eager to adapt themselves to American ways; and we have
been informed that the only racial group which is making any ef-
fort to carry out an Americanization programme in California is
the Japanese.
But while we are waiting for the evidence of the third gen-
eration, we might venture to hazard the opinion that, if the
Japanese were given a fair opportunity, they vrould prove unusually
(
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assimilable. No people, in all history have shorm equal ability
in the absorption of alien ideas. The rise of Japan fror. feudal
impotence to wealth and to po?;er is mainly the story of the
acquisition of "estern culture. The Japanese governmental organi-
zation, the schools and universities, the courts and codes, the
industrial development, the merchant marine, the army and navy,
all testify to the open-mindedness , the adapt ivenes , and the
versatility of the Japanese. To say that such a people is unas-
aimilable is merely to confess that we will not permit it to be
assimilated.
3. Attempts to Forestall Assimilation
Thus California has recently imposed an alien poll-tax, which,
if it can be enforced, will be collected largely from Orientals,
for the other aliens can become citizens and escape it. A measure
is now pending in the legislature, similar to one which almost
passed in 1919, for the segregation of Chinese, Japanese and Mon-
golian children in special schools. A derrand is made that Congress
specifically debar the Japanese from natural! zati n; for at present
their disability is due solely to judicial interpretation in lower
court 8, which may be at some time set aside by the Supreme Court
of the Tnited States. And, in addition, an amendment to the Fed-
eral Constitution is proposed, to deny citizenship to the native-
born children of "aliens ineligible to citizenship." The alien
poll-tax is mainly a punitive measure; for it will bring in little
revenue to the state because of the heavy cost of collection. The
segregation of Oriental echool-chilciren is most unwise, unless the
people prefer to have unassimilated alien colonies in their midst;
for the strongest factor in Americanization is, of course, the
it
i
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public school. And to debar native-horn Orientals from citizen-
ship means the perpetuation of racial minorities after the fashion
of the old Dual Empire. Now, these measures, and others of sim-
ilar character, are aimed at aliens "'ho have entered our country
|
in accordance with our laws, and who are entitled to justice.
4. Facts and Figures in reference to Anerioanisat ion
in the V, s. as Related to Hawaii
•The United States census of 1920 show that the Japanese
population increased during the past decade from 79,675 to 109,269.
This is an increase of 37.1 per cent. When, however, it is ob-
served that the rest of the population also increased very rap-
idly, namely from 191,909 to 255,912 the facts take on a some-
rhat different color. Indeed, during the decade the Japanese pop-
ulation increased from 41.5 to only 4~.7 per cent of the whole
population, a relative increase of only 1.2 per cent. And even
daring the decade 1900-1910, when immigration from Japan was un-
restricted, the increase of Japanese population as compared with
the whole population was only from 39.7 to 41.5, or 1.8 per cent.
Anti-Japanese agitators uniformly misrepresent the situation in.
Hawaii, alike as to figures and as to their interpretation. vour
race-groups there had higher birthrates than the Japanese. The
Report of the Board of Health for J me 30, 1920 Tives figures
for all the nationalities, of which the following are especially
pertinent. Chinese. 29.2 per thousand; Hawaiian, 30.7; Japanese,
4 3.7; Porto Pdcan, 50; Caucasian-Hawaiian, 64.7; Asiat ic-"awaiian
)
80.3; Hi Spanish, 116 per thousand.
*Report of ^oard of "ealth Honolulu, June 307 1920 . ~~
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As to the question of Americanization of Japanese in Hawaii,
see what is actually going on in the public schools, in the
churches, and in civic life. Japanese youth reared in T;?7/ali are,
as a rule, so far Americanized that life in Japan is intolerable.
Clubs of young Japanese-Americans have been organized, who glory
in their American citizenship. They resent and denounce the
claims upon them of the Japanese government. However earnestly
Japanese government, Japanese parents and teachers nay instruct
their children to Worship the Mikado' , that teaching is complete-
ly nullified in the vast majority of cases by the teaching in
the American schools. The older children and young people, both
in California and In Hawaii, rejoice in and are proud of their
American citizenship. Thether or not Japanese in America and Cal-
ifornia are going tc be loyal Americans, ar the decades pose, de-
fends very lergely on the way we treat or mistreat them. Cross
ignorance as to the actual situation, violent rrirrerresentation,
seeing only the bad and utterly ignoring the good, together **ith
discriminatory legislation, are hardly calculated to -in the good-
will and helpful cooperation of any group of aliens recently ad-
mitted to our shores.
5. The Agrarian Phase '.nd Land Holding
If immigration rere unrestricted; so that thousands of Chin-
ese, Japanese, and Hindus could enter the 3tate, work for a time
as laborers, then becoue small landowners or tenants, there o^uld
be a serious agrarian problem. Put with immigration rigidly con-
trolled, the Orientals can hardly play a large role in the agricul-
tural life of the state. In certain branches of forming, in which
they excel, or in which conditions of labor are distasteful to
c1
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white farmers, the Japanese have done remarkably well. *In 1919
their farm-rrodicts were Tllnwi at ^67,145,730, oat of total pro-
duction of f 507,611,831 . But the great crops of the state are
hay, grain, and fruits, while the Japanese raised vegetables,
berries, grapes, fruit and nuts.
In view of all the facts, the opinion oi Professor ' ill is re-
garding the law of 1913 holds true today: •••Thi present prohibition
of land-ownership is unjust, impolitic, and, r/lth a restricted im-
migration, unnecessary. The proposed prohibition of leasing
would be still worse. Tt io more unjust, mors impolitic, ana more
objectionable on social grounds, han prohibition of ownership,
and on the plea of necessity has still slighter excuse." 3ut if
the econoric objections to Oriental land-holding are greatly ex-
asperated, the fact remains th.-it many of the white farmers of Cal-
ifornia seriously object to having these strangers, whom they
sincerely believe to be unassignable, enter their communities
and take up land. The objection again is racial, rather than eco-
noric. A somewhat similar condition hac prevailed in the framing
districts of !Tew England where, in recent years, im ;i grants from
Southern Europe hive taken up many of thf abandoned farms.
The effect of the law, eo far as any reduction in the quantity
of land worked by Orientals is concerned, rill probably be small.
Much of the acreage ^hlch they now work is held under labor or
crop contracts, and this for^ of tenure will probably be used in
the future. In fact, it is often letter for a Japanese tenant-
farrier to work on shares than to assume the risks of a lease. So
a great amount of agitatim has been provoked, with small result.
•Stephens,"""'. D. The Oriental in California p. 19. Ban Fran. Calif.
••Miller, H. A. Japanese Problem in the U. 8- p. 181. Maomillan:
!I.Y., 1915.
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It was the late Theodore Roosevelt who said that, in dealing with
the Japanese question, we should endeavor to secure the maximum of
efficiency vvith a minimum of friction.
6. Opposition is Political
One will have a better understanding of the present situation
if he will read Chinese Immigration, the scholarly investigation
of Mrs. Wary Roberts Coolidge, Professor of Sociology in yills Col-
lege. And no one who reads it could coanten?.nce a repetition of its
events in these enlivened. day3. Politics early became entangled
in the Anti-Chinese agitation, so that no m could hope for polit-
ical preferment who did not take a decided stand against the Orien-
tals. This holds true today, and the recent agitati ;n was brought
to a head during, the l?.st political campaign. Between caT/paignn,
certain special organizations keep alive the discussion. Formerly
the Oriental (now Japanese) Exclusion Learue carried this fcurden;
tut more recently such powerful organisations as the American
Legion ana the Native Sons of the Golden 'Tent, largely under the
influence of certain of their members who ?/ere associated with the
Exclusion League, hare gone on record in determined opposition. We
were told that Japan was about to spend f 50 ,000,000 for propaganda in
this country, largely through the purchase of country newspapers
in California. Another traveler solemnly alleged that the Japanese
were responsible for the present lamentable famine in China; and
so it goes. How the people, fed upon such information, cannot
help but absorb it.
If no drart ic scticn is taken in the immediate future, we may
be hopeful of the outcome. The present Japanese question in Calif-
ornia is the result of the unrestricted immigration of these Qrlen-
i
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tals before the summer of 1908. The conditions that today afford
any occasion for alar-r, r.in soon be removed. The number of Japanese
will probably become relatively smaller and smeller. The two per
cent of California's population in 1990 j will be even less in 1930
and in the following decades, until a Japanese laborer will be as
rare a sijht in California as a Chinese laborer is today. Tl.e birth-
rate, which rose so rapidly between 191? and 1917, will no doubt
rapidly subside. The immigration of women Till also decline, as the
single men secure wives. The land-holdings, which increased rapid-
ly ?s the original immigrant s changed their status from laborers
on the ranches, the railroads and nines, to farn-owners and ten-
ants, will gradually stabilize. rach year ^ill see less basis
in fact for an anti-Japanese agitation. But—the fact ralgtot just
as rell bo faced— so long as any Orientals are domiciled within our
borders, we may expect a certain type of r^itetor to hurl denuncia-
tions uoon them.
L. rational Aspecto of In- i^yitton
Turning to the national aspects of the case, wc found that the
fundamental nuosti-.n was that of immigration . It is the duty of
the nation to the people of the west coast to ece that the i/v-.igra-
tion of Oriental laborer? is rlgidlv controlled. At one time,
Japanese immigration is resisted by the "G« ntlemen'e Agreement."
This was the contribution of President roosevelt and Secretary Root
to the effective solution of the problem. Hnder the t er.r.s of this
agreement, Japan promised to give no passports to laborers, and
we in turn announced that no Japanese could enter our ports from
Jan.-m or "awaii without a proper passoort. Fo one can charge that
Japan hao failed to keep the letter and the spirit of this agreement
with absolute integrity.
I4
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1. Japan's Lack—America's Supply
As has been said, Japan proper alone has a population of
6C ,00C ,0".C and is increasing annually. Her nat iral resources are
not expanding at any such rate. Her area ia 147,000 square miles,
so that she has a population of 330 per square mile. Out of the to-
tal area, only sixteen per cent of it is fit for cultivation, rhile
the rest is afrit up of either UMMtatM or forest ~ifty-si:<
millions of Japanese murt eke their existence out of the products
of 88v000 square .'dies, one- -garter of IB acre per capita. Ho
less Btrikinr is hsr scarcity of natural resources. She produces
no T7ool; she has a Halted supply of iron., and no l:.rge supply of
coal, ffttl two-thirds as many as the entire population of the
"nited States, Japan's problem os existence is not an easy one.
There extend? aloftg the border if the Pacific Ocean vast
tracte of land, sparsely people ., v.ith their vast resources left
unexploited and their fertile soil untouched. In the Southern
Pacific llee the island continent of Australia, larger than the
United States, but -ith a population of only i: ,000,000, uerhaps
less than the population of the single city of 'Jew York. On the
Hill ^hore of the Pacific there is another colony which sur-
passes in its land area it 3 great southern neighbor, but with a
population only one-tenth of the population of the "ikado'a empire.
And here in the nnited States you have vast lands of opportunities,
thf r<-~ for the oppressed., the n -rsory of genius of every clime,
welcoming every race and oreed from Europe.
Difficulties to be Overcome
There are causes of anti-Japanese agitation which it would
be well to ponder, and devise rays to remove the root of the
t•
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trouble. The first and all-embracing of these causes it the over-
concentration, the concentration of the Japanese in certain particu-
lar districts. Out of 120,000 Japanese in this country, over two-
thirds are living in California, and it is in that State that they
6how a marked tendency to increase in numbers and economic impor-
tance. This fact rouses in the hearts of the Californians the fear
of losing control of the State, and makes the cry ^California for
the Californians! " a strong rallying point.
(a) Low Wages and standard of Living
Let us say, first, that the Japanese work for low wages. This
true at one time no longer bo is. As a matter of fact, the Japan-
ese laborers in many instances receive wages as high or higher than
the American laborers. Often the Japanese laborers are paid from
$4.50 to f;5.00 while the American laborers are paid from £;3.50 to
34.00. This difference is due to the fact that in certain farm
work—for instance, picking berries—the Japanese laborers are more
efficient
.
•"In the second place, the standard of living maintained among
the Japanese, it is said, is lower than among the Americans, and
thus degrades American civilization. This needs also careful scru-
tiny. A decade or so ago this assertion was undoubtedly true, but
we cannot be sure of it today. The diet of the Japanese farmer may
be in kind quite different from that of the American; but I can
attest to the fact that a Japanese dinner is by no means less
costly than the American dinner, both of which I myself enjoy.
There is no more liberal spender than the Japanese youth. In fact,
•Stevens, California State Reports, Governor , 1920
. 31 San Fran.
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the Japanese youth have too ^uch weakness for making display. They
want to ride in a Cadillac or a Pierce-Arrow instead of being con-
tented with the creation of Henry Ford."
(b) Increase of Population
•"Consider the fear of the Californians about the increase of
the Japanese population. There have been particular reasons for
the special increase you have observed during the past decade: in
the first place, about fifteen thousand wives have joined their
husbands; in the second place, twenty-thousand children were born;
and in the third place, remarkable increase of American-Japanese
trade during the T^orld War has brought a large number of Japanese
clerks and managers and business men into this country. The pres-
ent settlers are in the stage of the greatest productivity. The
Japanese are not immune from mortality. They will grow old and
die out, and when the average age among the people comes to be
maintained as in ordinary normal society, I am sure that their
birth-rate will come to be about the same rate as is maintained
among the Californians or among other people of your country."
(c) Occupation of Land and Kono oly of Crops
Lastly, Governor Stevens said in his report to Secretary of
State Colby that California has of arable land about 28,000,000
acres, out of which the Japanese own over 74,000 acres and lease
384,000 acres. That is to say, the Japanese own one acre to
every 376 acres and lease one to every 72 acres of arable land
of California. But we must remember that of that arable land
there are today over 60,000,000 acres which are still left uncul-
tivated simply because of lack of man's hand, and, if you please,
•Gulick, •'"here Fast is West. Outlook, 102:12-14. April 3, 1920.
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of laok of enterprise. It is therefore rather unbecoming to the
Californians, I think, to grumble about the utilization of a cer-
tain portion of this waste land for productive purposes.
The Governor also called attention to the great percentage of
the agricultural product of California produced by the Japanese.
There is a clear line of demarcation in the farming of Japanese and
Americans, fthile the Japanese produced eighty or ninety percent
of tomatoes, spinach, celery, and garden truck, on the other hand
American fnrmers monopolized the important production of hay and
grain and produced from eighty to ninety percent of potatoes,
corn cotton, fruit, and nuts. Those crops, you see, in which the
Japanese are strong are those which cannot be advantageously pro-
duced by the Oalifornian, because their cultivation and gathering
require the squatting position to which the Japanese are accustomed.
M. Land Law Passed.
Despite these facts, the law forbidding the owning of land or
the leasing of land has passed. That initiative bill aims first
to prohibit the Japanese from owning land; second, to prohibit the
Japanese from leasing land; third, to prohibit the possession of
real property by Japanese minors who are American citizens t under
the guardian-ship of their parents; fourth, to escheat to the
State the real property under certain prima faois presumptions;
and lastly, to prohibit the Japanese from having any interest in
any company or corporation whatever that has anything to do with
the owning of land.
1. Its Drastic Nature.
•The drastic nature of the law is too apparent for any dis-
pruett, L. Oriental Question and Popular Diplomaoy, Japan Review
pp.291-392. August 1930
r
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oussion. We will leave to the constitutional lawyers whether that
bill does not violate the American Constitution in denying to cer-
tain residents who have been legally admitted into this country
the equal protection of the law as guaranteed by that immortal
document. Or the Japanese Government may lay before the Federal
Government a formal protest on the theory that the initiative bill
infringes on the Japanese treaty of 1911 by running counter to
the spirit of justice and fair dealing pervading that document in
denying to the Japanese residing here the same blessings which are
extended to other nationalities. Leaving these questions to
legal students and the proper authorities, we would rather say
that the law is unwise and it is futile. It is unwise because if
it accomplishes its object it will deprive the Califomians of
many of the table delicacies which they have been heretofore enjoying
and which they think are indi&pensable to them. It is futile be-
cause it can be evaded by legal subterfuge, which Governor Stevens
himself confesses it is not possible for the State to counteract.
California has no lack of lawyers who are resourceful and ingen-
ious enough to teach the J panese the technical way of evading the
law. By this measure of persecution the Californians are driving
the Japanese to beoome a race of hypocrites and law-breaker s, or
to entertain in their breasts a feeling of resentment and bitter-
ness bora of the consciousness of injustice inflicted upon them.*
N. Japan 1 s Adaptability to Foreign Ways and Thoughts
One fact that stands out in bold letters on the pages of
Japan 1 s history is her susceptibility to foreign ways and thoughts.
: ruett . Oriental Question and Popular Diplomscy. Japan Review
pp. 391-292. ugust 1920.
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Her people were always perfectly ready to accept, adopt, and as-
similate everything good which an alien country had to offer.
Centuries ago Japanese people assimilated Chinese civilization aid
adopted the Hindu religion and philosophy. 'Then in the middle of
the nineteenth century Japan discovered that the Occident was in-
comparably a greater teacher than her Oriental neighbors, she has-
tened, in obedience to her inborn instinct, to learn everything
America, England, France, Germany, or even Russian had to teach.
How complete, how successful has been the studentship, how com-
plete the transformation! What ideals and thoughts worthy of con-
sideration in the Occident, what objects or appliances that are
conducive to social welfare, do you find today ncgleoted or left
untransplanted in Japan? Tithln two generations we have wit-
nessed that a despotic monarchy was swept away and the constitu-
tional regime took its place, and the people all admitted not only
to a share of the government today, but profoundly stirred by the
3pirit of democracy, an extensive and liberal system of education
adopted, with publio schools open to every ohild, and universities
turning out studentn capable of original research in the sciences
or philosophies of the West. This wonderful metamorphosis is the
conclusive argument of the assimilability of her people in Amer-
ican ways and thoughts.
The Japanese psychology is not out of keeping with the Amer-
ican temperament. Both are immensely practical people, but at the
same time they are susceptible to the promptings of normal aspira-
tions. Both are aggressively progressive and are ready victims
of fads and shifting notions. But they are at bottom conservative,
and plentifully endowed with what we call horse sense,—sound common
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sense. True, there are certain phases of temperament that seem
to be out of joint with ours. For instance, the Jap in his stud-
ied self-restraint, and in bis inscrutable relioence often proves
tantalizing to us. To the most brutally outspoken Americans it
i5 sure they are tantalizing. The younger generations of Japan
art; in fact approaching the American type too fast, so as to
cause dismay to the older people. The present is the transition
stage in Amerloan-Japanese relations. Naturally, it is beset
with innumerable difficulties. The time demands a wise steering
over the dangerous 3hoals and troubled waters, ^e might well
put our trust upon the able statesmen of Amerioanand Japan, with
the hope that they will soon bring the troubled ship to a safe
mooring.
1. Aooepts Our Friendly Attitude, but Hurt by
Rejection of the Agreement
Reverting to the diplomatic phase of the question of exclu-
sion it is to be noted that the Conference on Limitation of Arma-
ment (Washington 1923) and the treaties there made convinced Japan
of the friendly attitude of the United States, that she had no im-
perialistic ambitions in the Far East. The oonviotion of good will
and friendly relationship was still further increased by the prompt
and generous sympathy of the United States shown by its gifts of
money to the sufferers by fire and earthquake in Japan.
Their gratitude wa6 rudely disturbed by the decisions of the
United States Supreme Court (November 1D33) sustaining the discri n-
inatory and repressive legislation of California and other western
states. Smarting under this to her, vindictive measure, she was
still further hurt and humiliated when the Congress of the United
%
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States passed the quota immigration law (May, 1934) which brushed
aside the Gentlemen 1 s Agreement" in a manner highly offensive to
the Japanese people.
(a) Justification of Bill
A letter from the clerk of the Committee on Immigration and
Naturalization of the House reads: "My personal impression is
that this bill will authorize admission of almost all now entitled
to enter. The chief purpose is to vest jurisdiction in the Govern-
ment of the United States > instead of in the Government of Japan.
This is proper, justifiable, and in consonance with sound National
policy. Congress always has disapproved of the informal' 1Gentle-
men's Agreement, " which has no standing as a treaty, hence no real
authority in law. There is no animosity toward Japan or the Jap-
anese. They are understood and appreciated. But their coloniza-
tion in the United States never has been desired. In other words
we like them and we want to be friends with them, but we want them
to st y on their own side of the street. We do not want them to
play in our yard, which we prefer to reserve for our ovn children.
If they insist on taking offense at this attitude, then we think
them a little too touchy."*
(b) Hanahara^ Reply
To this Ambassador Hanihara replied: *As it appears to me,
the difference, if there is any, between your friend and me on the
subject in question lies in the means of attaining the end, rather
than in the end itself. "e of Japan have never desired to send
•Congressional Record, May 1924.
**Buell, Japanese Immigration, Vol. X, p. 361, 1924. World*
s
Peace Foundation. Boston.
t
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her labor emigrants where they are not wanted, ^e have means to
effectively co-operate with your oo-mtry to prevent them from ocn-
ing to this country. TCe have given abundant proof of it. Tour Gov-
ernment knows that. Your people who squarely look into the facts
of the case kno.7 that. My people will stay, as they have been
staying, *on their own side of the street,' as your friend put it»
if they are not wanted on the other side. There cannot be any
question of such Japanese colonization in the United States as
alledged to be detrimental to the best interests of the country,
they have been here largely on your invitation, and they are en-
titled to such fair and just treatment as is freely accorded to
other nationals. We have no oomplalnt to make about your regulat-
ing your own problem as you deem best, provided that no arbitrary
discrimination against Japanese people as such is involved. I
render, if Japan were to enact a l sw providing in effect that Am-
erican people as such are unworthy and undesirable as compared with
peoples of other countries, what your people would say."
"As for me, I firmly believe in the high sense of justice and
fair play of your people, and am confidently hoping that the matter
will be given its proper solution in the end—a solution that is
fair and satisfactory to both countries."*
(c) Justice of Japan's Position
It is not true, as has been represented, that a clause of
Special exclusion against "Persons ineligible to citizenship"
aimed at the Japanese would be a violation of treaty. The Toot-
Takahira agreement, or "Gentlemen's Agreement, * as it is oalled,
•Oulick. Right Relations between Japan and the United States,
r&mnhlet Federal Council of the Churches of Christ in
America. N.Y. 1934.
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It h«»s been rightly said, hag no standing as a treaty. But such a
clause would be a violation of good will and a repudiation by the
legislative department of the diplomacy of the executive depart-
ment: another one of those regrettable inoident? in American for-
eign relations which do us no good abroad. And Secretary Hughes
believes that Congressional action of the sort proposed is justi-
fiable only in event that there is no other apparent means of
gaining the desired end—which Ambassador Hanihara^ letter indi-
cates is not the case.
To sum up Congress holds out for a new principle in Japanese
exclusion: the principle of vesting jurisdiction in the Govern-
ment of the United States instead of in the Government of Japan.
One is high-minded in his feeling that the present loose diplomat-
ic agreement, without "real authority in law,* however honorably
carried out, must ever be a source of suspicion and that the best
and only way to put 1 stop to the tide of racial prejudice on the
Pncific coast is to put an absolute anrf complete oheok to further
unlimited Japanese immigration in such a definite, diplomatic, and,
if possible, mutually satisfactory way that every citizen of those
States will feel that there are no loopholes. The results from
the new method would not differ greatly from those of the present.
It is the principle that matters.
0. Possible Reasons for Exclusion
But we find the Japanese entirely acquiescent in the -natter of
desired results. However, the Japanese feel that if Jspan is to be
singled out in immigration legislation she ought to be allowed to
ceoperate in making and enforcing the restrictions upon her own
children. When children are kept out of one^ neighbor* yard by
f
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mutual agreement between your neighbor and /ourself, 6 ;ly reached
after kindly discussion, one feels much better about it than if
they are kept out by a drastically worded fiat of that neighbor.
And in taking you into advise sent in the matter the neighbor has
surrendered none of his sovereignty of possession.
1. Inferiority and Color
Antipathy cannot be laid to the intellectual inferiority of
these races. Japan and China have their full proportion of intel-
lectual giants and near-giants. Their civilization, though of a
different kind, is as high as ours, and their art in some respects
is superior-
It would see a to the superficial person that it is a matter of
color. Beneficent Nature, 1th her usual lavish hand, spilled more
coloring matter into some cuticles than into others; therefore the
super-white races, '99.44 per cent pure, 1 like a certain brand of
soap, have taken a prejudice, it sould seem, against the races
that sho? on the surface a little more coloring matter. The white
race of Northern Europe, who constitute our chief racial stock, are
antipathetic to the colored races; ihile the Spaniards and Portuguese
and, to some extent, the Italians, with their black hair and eyes
and more swarthy skins, have little prejudice even against inter-
marriage •
(2) Competition and Exploitation
The Cnlifomia fruit-grower discovers that the Japanese fruit-
grower is s larter than he is; and he camouflages his objection with
the statement that 'the Oriental will lo rer the scale of American
living. 1 The white American laborer sees the Chinese laundryman
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working twelve hours a day, burning the midnight oil, md rejoicing
in the opportunity, ^hile he desires chiefly to soamp his own eight-
hour day, work as little as possible» and get, bat not earn, his
five dollar bill at the end of it. Of oourse, he objects to
•cheap yellow labor. 1 Query: which is yellower?
•"The South African magnate on the aold reef of Johannesburg,
or in the great diamond-pits of Kimberley, hates the approximation
of the black men to the white,—intellectually and educationally,
—
because he wishes to keep the blacks in contract slavery, and in-
tern them for a year at a tiae behind his barbed-^ire stockade.
So he scoffs at the missionary and the schoolmaster, and continues
to despise the negro because he oan exploit hici. Otherwise he
uould fear him.
Even the philosophic philanthropist, when he counts up the na-
tions, begins to shiver in his shoes as he realizes that the more-
or-less colored raoes outnumber the shite e, three to one; that they
dominate 5 a hundred to one, the two largest continents, and are in
a large majority in yet another continent.
P. General Attitude of Japan «nd the United
States Towards Each Other
••Those who have studied the question from the point of view
of the United States and also of the Far East, are convinced that
neither America nor Japan wants war, over either the Oplifornia
question or Shantung or Uanohuria. But such students hrve observed
that in both countries there are at work elements whose active
propaganda tends to produce increase in irritation and to create
•Hart. Oriental Problem "as the Soast "Tees 1 1 . ~oFT&~3~ vorlif, i art" 1906
.
••Sato, K. Pace Frejudice, Phyehologioal Analysis. Japanese Review,
pp. 336-337. June 1930, and other articles, same periodical.
s
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in the public mind a belief that sooner or later war is inevitable.
In spite of this, if the steadily growing liberalism of Japan can
be encouraged and strengthened by a sympathetic attitude on the
part of America and England, the power of the military imperialists
will be finally broken, and a solution found for all outstanding
questions-even that of the Open Door?
1. Her Feeling of Injustioe
It is impossible to discuss any phase or feature of the Far
Eastern problem withaiy educated Japanese 'without realizing how
deeply the national mind is imbued with a bitter sense of the in-
justice of the white races, which deny the principle of racial equal-
ity in the Western World, while insisting on the Open Door and equal
opportunity in the East. The unwise handling of the question at Ver~
sailles only increased the resentment felt upon the subject of racial
discrimination, always widespread and bitter. This resentment con-
stitutes the strongest asset of the military party and of the Pan-
Asian Imperialists, who dream, as did the militarists of Germany, of
a great war of conquest and the overlordship of vast territory."
Competition by J panes e merchants for trade on the Asiatic con-
tinent will no doubt also lead them to take advantage, often unfair,
and Japanese exploiters of Chinese concessions, sometimes obtained
by questionable means, will no doubt continue to extend their activ-
ities. How far the reports are true that one hears in the East that
Japanese agencies, through a great variety of sinister means, pur-
posely foment internal troubles in the Republic of China and corrupt
the morals of her people it is difficult to ascertain. But if it
be admitted that the fact is true, it is another indication of that
a fragile structure the national government of the Chinese Republic
is conposed.
t
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2. Our Abundance and Her Need.
Bat in connection with all these activities of the Japanese, it
_ust be remembered that Japan is an enlightened and civilized modern
nation.* Her statesmen of all parties feel the responsibility for
adequately oaring for the interests of her citizens, both in the mat-
ter of providing for their creature comforts and also for their en-
lightenment and training in the duties of citizenship. She does not
and oannot produce enough to feed her people. She is without the
raw materials to maintain her industries. Her population is increas-
ing at the rate of from 600,000 to 700,000 annually. Her circum-
scribed islands are overcrowded and the restricted area of agricul-
tural land compels them to adopt methods of oultivntion not equaled
in their intensive character in any other part of the world. The
people on her islands already number 376 to the square mile, indi-
cating a density exceeded only in Belgium and Holland. Agricultur-
al Japan is one continuous truck garden, and wa^te land suitable for
agriculture is rnrer than in almost any other country of the world.
Of the entire land area of Japan only 30$ is arable, while about
65^ is mountainous or swampy, or unavailable on account of the cli-
mate for agricultural purposes. If there are sixty millions of Jap-
anese in Japan their existence would h*ve to be dependent uoon the
cultivation of 44,000 square miles, or one-fourth of an acre per
capita. To provide food for her population and raw materials for
her industries, it is absolutely essential that Japan should extend
her industrial activities to the Asiatic continent. The fact may
as well be looked at candidly and that cannot be done without a
*~ato, Race Frejudice, Psychological Analysis, Japanese Review, p .
336-337, June 1920
Longford, J. H. Japan, a great econonic Po^er, nineteenth Century,
523:526-539

study of Japan 1 s real necessities, and an endeavor to deal vith
them sympathetically. Opposition to Japan based upon insensate prej-
udice or condemnation of her methods as being based solely upon her
militaristic and imperialistic designs will not bring a solution of
the problem. If the United States and other Western powers refuse
to recognize Japan's needs and continue to coddle China, in order
to maintain for some indefinite period her national integrity, ter-
ritorial and political, they will force Japan to ado^t a policy which
would be by no means agreeable to them.*
3. Exclusion Jeans Unfriendliness
rt Should the Congress at Washington see fit to exclude the
Japanese from citizenship, the act would permit no other interpre-
tation than that America no longer desired friendly relations with
Japan. It would provo-ce the most unpleasant feeling in the hearts
of sixty million people of the Empire. It would raise a barrier of
enmity between the United States and the nations of Asia, said set
at naught all the hopes and expectations of those high-minded, noble
men and women all over the world who have for ages toiled for the
cause of international peace. I make this statement as one who h
consistently stood by America, who has for years made sincere ef-
forts to promote good understnding between the two nations. No one
oan aocuse me of anti-American sentiment. No one will question my
friendship and admiration for America. Yet I am constrained to say
the passage of such resolutions by the Congress of America will be
accepted by us as notice served upon Japan for the severance of ami-
cable relations with us."**
•Israan, J. M. Japan's Agression, Forum 65:1-19, Jan. 1931.
••Report, New York Times, tfaroh 10, 1923.
<
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The ocoasion for the above speech from which we have quoted
was the introduction of three resolutions into the Congress, all aim-
ing to deprive American-born individuals of Oriental parentage of
the American citizenship heretofore quaranteed by the Fourteenth
£ Amendment to the Constitution. The speaker was Baron Yoshiro Saka-
tani, one of Japan's publicists.
The alarm created in Japan by these proposals was the greater,
ps the Japanese had already been upset by the rulings of the Supreme
Court upholding the California and Washington land laws, which pro-
hibit Japanese and other ineligible aliens from cultivating land
except as day laborers. The introduction in the Congress of an Im-
migration Bill proposing to abrogate the "gentlemen's agreement"
and to put the Japanese in the excluded class of aliens had added
to the alarm.
,
4. Pacifio states in Regard to Dual Nationality
For years it has been a prevalent idea on the Pacific coast
that the Japanese are too loyal to their native country, and that
the Japanese Government encouraged even American-born Japanese to
retain dual nationality. To meet this argument, or rather excuse
for discrimination, many Japanese have been urging that Japanese
nationality laws be so revised as to regard Japanese born in Amer-
ica as Americm citizens, and not as Japanese. The Tokyo Govern-
ment adopted a few years ago a measure of compromise, whereby Amer-
ican-bom Japanese could obtain expatriation if they applied for it
before they were eighteen years old. TheGovernment has now pro-
posed a law permitting such Japanese to expatriate without age lim-
it. The wisdom of such liberal steps on the part of Japan may be
questioned, if Congress is likely to lend ear to such discriminatory
<
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proposals as are contained in the three resolutions I have noted.
Certainly Japan would not be so heartless as to take any measure like-
ly to make any Japanese in America a ''man without a country."
It is the belief among the Japanese that Japanese or Chinese
born and reared on American soil will, under normal circumstances
and in ft friendly atmosphere, prove just as loyal to America as
American-bom children of European parentage. If America wished to
Americanize her Oriental population, the wise course for her to fol-
low would be to give it the beet opportunity for assimilation. The
denial of such opportunity to American-born Orientals would merely
aggravate the situation and would create new troubles. Japan looks
upon suoh denial as inhiman .and as a reflection upon her national
honor and prestige.
"Our policy must sho- real safety in the Faoifio. No one power,
not even ourselves, can well be entrusted with might uncontrolled
by the community. The community of nations bordering on the Pacific
^ust be formidable, and not the several nations of themselves.
The key to the Pacific is in Europe; or rather, the keys are
in Europe, Asia, and America. .Vith the powers hovering over China,
ready to snatch more flesh from her living body, Japan (by all prin-
ciples of worldly wisdom) can follow little other than per present
course. The onl/ way to keep what she has (again by the worldly
wisdom to which we ourselves have subscribed) is to be forever get-
ting more. Japan's danger to us is not that she is strange to our
modern world, but that she has revealed as in a glass the very face
and features of the Occident. She reveals in an unexpected quarter
the intrinsic peril of the historic policies of the ?/est "*
•Wallace, J. 9. "aving the Red Flag in California. Dearborn Inde-
pendent.

5. Willingness of Japan to Cooperate
"tfe can la honor ask of her nothing that Te ourselves rill not
grant. She and we can be brought to comity only by a commun?l de-
vice for safety, an agreement organized and made institutional, in
which we with others t?ke the risk along with the benefit. Japan
has shov/n her willingness to enter such a cooperative device, v?hile
we have refused. Japan has been willing to h^ve her aggressive hand
prevented, and to give her pledged support against the aggressive
hands of others; Ahile we hcve been unwilling. We haggle over the
terms upon which we shall become a member of an organized community;
we want no inconvenience of contract, of st ted obligation. Japan
has beer, v.illir.g to bii.d herself, even with her chief rival left
in all liberty of action. This difference in spirit of accommoda-
tion to a new world-order ought to make our residents in the East
less confident that we are always ri^ht and Japan always wrong.
(a) Attempt of Presc: to Conciliate
How, it has long been the aim of the foreign offioe in Tofcyo
to influence Japanese press comment in e spirit of friendliness to
both England and America. The clansmen are eager to conciliate the
-hole Anglo-Saxon world. The journalists .7ho are at the same tiie
professional politicians are well a -rare that they can embarrass
their clansmen foes by outbreaks in the press against Washington
and London. Sometimes a vernacular organ will rail against Cal-
ifornia^ land lavs. Again, a popular sheet in a provincial enter
will insist that ths Japanese fleet be large enough to cope with
that of England. These comments are not inspired by much first-
hand knowledge of the state of international affairs. They reflect
simply the hostility between the journalists and the bureaucrats.
(I
In the day3 that are still not distant, it was possible for
the censors to control Japanese press comnaent. That is all but
impossible today. For one thing, the press has grown too huge, too
powerful. In the next place, the politicians are so numerous as well
as so influential that the tactics of a former day are no longer
practical. The officials at Tofcyo must no: conciliate when they
would prefer to suppress, there is no anti-British or anti-Ameri-
can feeling in the Japanese press generally. There are merely
squabbles at home in the course of which Japanese international
relations become a football."*
Q. Japan Seeks Cutlet on Asiatic Continent
Japan feels compelled to seek an outlet on the Asiatic Conti-
nent for her surplus fopul^tion. Everything points to the conclu-
sion that Japan 1 s rules will not consent to permit the expansion
of the country to be confined to Korea and Manchuria. Japan im-
presses one, almost more than any other country, by the prevalence
throughout all classes of society of the spirit that Prince Ito
describes as "full consciousness, confidence, and interest in the
national mission and the national destiny." Marquis Ckuma once
said in an article: "There oan be no doubt that Japan will propa-
gate in China end other countries in the Orient whose standard of
civilization is low, her new civilization, vhich is a product of
harmonizing the Japanese and European civilization. In a sense,
Jf pan may be said to h- ve the mission, of harmonizing eastern and
western civilization, and of propagating the new civilization; nay,
I do not hesitate to declare that this is her mission. '* fthen
•Japan's Diplomacy of Neoesiity7Tiving Age, 316:638-640
•Longford, Nineteenth Century. Japan a Great Economic lower 85:1030
1040.
I
severe economic pressure underlies a virile nation 1 belief in its
divine mission, such a nation* s claims to expansion are not likely
to be permanently checked except by superior foroe. The future
policy of Japan's rulers and their solution of her vital rood problem
will tend rather in the direction of economic than of territorial
expansion.
1. Advantage to Orient in General
In both countries the natives are much better off today, econom-
ically speaking, than they were before the coming of the Japanese.
The±r standard of living has been materially raised, and the bandit
has gone out of business in most places. The Japanese soldiery in
Korea has committed many acts of brutal severity, but the policy of
the Imperial Government on the whole has been vise, farsaeing, and
liberal. Japan has spent more money in both countries than she is
likely to get out of them, and their natural resources are being
developed in a way that the natives never aould have thought of at-
tempting; but the fact stands out that all this development is ad-
ministrative and that most of the actual *ork is done by native labor.
It is part of the Japanese Government's deliberate policy of
feeding Japan's home industries by the establishment, with all pos-
sible safeguards for the future, of ne?. sources of raw material and
new markets for consumption of Japanese manufacture. It is a con-
quest by railway and bank development, unaccompanied by any large
scale movement of Japanese settlers or soldiery; r?nd this, for the
simple reason that Chinese labor is far more economical end more
efficient than Japanese.*
•Ouliok. Where :act is *est. Outlook, 102:12-14.
<
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China is like a great slumbering giant, and the vital question
of the Orient is how long the world, will wait for her to awaken. In
coTinerce, in industry, in the education and culture of the masses; in-
deed, in all the activities of the modern state, Japan is progressing
far more rapidly, withfar more confidence in her destiny, and with
a more promising prospect of achieving her aims, than China or any
other country of the Far East. tiow long can her progress be ar-
rested;—how long can she be restrained in her national aspirations,
in order to let China catch up and create a balance of poorer, giv-
ing stability to both of the two great Oriental powers? No nation
on earth has more interest in this question than the United States.
2. Desire of Justification
It does not need a long sojourn in Japan, or much contact with
her people, to discover that they are more anxious to know what we
think of then than we are to concern ourselves with their national
activities. The liberal element is particularly anxious to justify
Japan in the eyes of the world for such measures as the occupation
of Shantung and the annexation of Korea; and members of the so-
called military party are themselves by no means indifferent. It
results that the opportunity for Amerioa as a great power on the
Facific to keep Japanese aspirations within reasonable bounds, was
never better, in spite of the exacerbation temporarily caused by
the California situation. But will America deal wisely and consis-
tently with the Oriental situation? If its Eastern policy is to
change with each administration so radically it is not reasonably
to be expected that it will be very effective. What is needed is
a definite well-rounded, consistent and continuous policy with ref-
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ferenoe to Oriental matters.* If such a policy c?n be adopted it
will have enormous influence in shaping the destinies of the East.
R. Japan* s Case
To sum up, let us consider some of the reasons why Japan feels
hurt and humiliated, could we as Americans put ourselves in Japan's
place. In the first place the act of Congress was passed notwith-
standing her willing offer to make any rearrangement of the "Gentle-,
MNtVft Agreement" consistent with national honor and justice. She
was anxious to meet the reasonable demands of the United States
whose friendship she prized and only as courteous consideration and
fair play which she felt were denied her by the abrupt undignified
ending of an agreement which she h>?d endeavored to keep in an hon-
orable manner.
Japan felt that the drastic action of Congress discredited her
by implying that she had failed to enforce the "(Penil emen* s Agree-
ment," which she had reason to think wan "throwing the lie in her
face," an implication which she could not ignore. The Act as passed
was the climax to a series of anti-Japanese laws which had been
passed by the western states. She had as far as was consistent
with national honor overlooked these as indicative more of local
than national sentiment; as she wished to feel that America as a
whole, was friendly and just. Our relations with Japan had always
been of an ideal character, and up to the time of the passage of the
Act she hrid regarded us as her friend in a real sense. It hurt and
huaitlated her to feel that we evidently were re-dy to ignore this
relationship.
Japan, of all Asiatic nations, is the only one which has, of
•Taft, Henry Our Relations with
-
Japan! Japan "ociety.
Seattle, Oregon.
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its own accord conformed to the Occidental civilization in almost all
lines—industrial, political, educational, financial and diplomatic.
As a first class power and a major nation the blow was the more
stunning. What hurt her in the wording of the law was the phrase
"aliens ineligible to citizenship." To her this seemed to imply
the inherent inferiority of the race, and therefore her people were
unfit to become citizens of the democratic United States. This
she would never admit as a race-individuals might be. These were,
in the main, the points on which Japan took issue.
There are, on the other hand, many things for her to bear in
mind, and as many for us, as Americans.
1. Peeling of Race Prejudice
While it may seen to the Japanese that the attitude of America
is determined by race prejudice, and while this may be admitted to
be true of some small portion of the American people, it certainly
is not true of the great majority. The people of the western
coastal states have a reasonable ground for fear if unrestricted
immigration were allowed Asiatics, and in this the people of the
United States, as a whole, sympathize more or less. The influx of
Asiatics, and in this the people of the United States, as a whole,
sympathize more or less. The influx of Asiatics would unquestion-
ably lead to labor conf 1 ucts between such groups and the white
people in their struggle for a livlihood. Race prejudice would in-
evitably be aroused which would easily cross the sea. The Amer-
ican people hnve not yet forgotten the awfulness of the experience
over the Southern Negro. It had one terrible civil war, and that
race problem is yet far from settled. Why, think many, should we
invite another? Let us stop it before it begins. So far as the
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"Gentlemen* s Agreement" was concerned that agreement stopped only
a portion of Japanese immigration, an explanation of the continued
agitation on the Pacific coast. Again, the Japanese need to remind
themselves that the "Gentlemen's Agreement" was not a treaty in the
diplomatic meaning of that term, but an arrangement between our
State Department and the Japanese Government. Copies were denied
to members of Congress when they sought to obtain them. The nat-
ural inference was that this was a "secret" arrangement with terms
unfavorable to the United States. Congress was not anxious to con-
tinue the arrangement since according to the Constitution immigra-
tion is a matter entirely under its jurisdiction.
^e too as American citizens need to have in mind certain con-
siderations. The Japanese are here lawfully. They came in the
first instance by invitation, and by urgent invitation. The Orient
did not thrust itself upon us, as we of the Occident foroed our-
selves upon them. All admitted under the "Gentlemen's Agreement*
are lawfully here, and cannot be denied the same treatment as is
accorded all other aliens. That they ever had any plan for gain-
ing ascendency in this country in any direction may be set down
to the credit of yellon journalism—there is not the slenderest
thread of credible evidence. If there ever hrd been reasonable
ground for the holding of such opinion, it should h ve been forever
dispelled by their hearty acceptance of the policy of the Wash-
ington Conference on the Limitation of Armament.
To those who contend that the Japanese would not make good
and loyal American citizens there is just one answer to make, viz.
that it is radically illogical to deny them naturalization, and
then attack them for not being genuinely interested in America.
(
J
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Objection to them by Oalifomians and others like-minded is
based on their virtues, not their vices. They compare more than
favorably f/ith any race among us in thrift, industry, honesty, up-
rightness and cooperation.
2. Discrimination Objected to.
'.'oreover, America needs to realize and appreciate that the
crux of Japanese humiliation and resentment lies not in the stopping
of immigration, but in the discrimination . This statement can be
substantiated by reference to nany authorites on Japanese opinion.
One will suffice. A leading Japanese Journal makes the following
statement. *It is not restriction, therefore, but discrimination
that is objected to: and Japan believes that in such objection she
has right on her side, the right of treaty, law, and humanity...
Japan does resent a clause that, while not mentioning Japanese
specifically, affects Japanese alone of all the races heretofore eli-
gible to enter the United States and which, in an act of Congress,
stamps Japanese as of an inferior race. Japan has no discrimina-
tory legislation. Her 1^ 8 regarding land ownership by aliens
apply to all aliens... No right nor privilege is withheld from Aner-
lcan citizens in Japan that is not withheld from all alliens, and
the citizens of no land have any privilege in Japan that are not
shared equally by the citizens of the United States. M
3. Statement of Her Attitude
The feeling of the Japanese nation is fairly and firmly stated
in this quotation. It is an indictment of the legislati n of the
United States. ••"Discrimnatory raoe legislation is bad policy.
•Editorial" Japan Times. October 1, 1924.
~
••Gulick. Ketablishment of Right Relations between America and
Japan. Federal Council of Churches of Christ in America.
N.Y.1924.
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It is bad for America herself. It injures our ideals; it lowers
our culture and our moral character as a nation. It deprives us
moreover of the material advantages to be secured by the full util-
ization of the native capacities of all our people. It creates ill-
will toward us on the part of the raoe or people disorimin -ted
against. It interferes with international good will—so vitr 1 in the
maintenance of world-peace and the promotion cf world commerce. w
In view of the various considerations presented there seems to
be two situations that must be faced and determined with fairness
and justice to both parties: one that adequately meets the demands
of our Western coastal states for rroteotion from Asiatic immigra-
tion, and so far as Japan is concerned there must be no rnce discrim-
ination.
4. The United States a Democratic Nation
The history of our country characterised from its beginning
by a series of efforts to establish, to maintain, and to extend the
true spirit of democracy, here and the world over. I7e have striven
to break down the unwarranted supposition of the innate inferiority
of any raoe or people or groups of men anywhere; we have attempted
to remove barriers that hinder or prevent individuals from rising
above their traditional status. We have asserted the right of
every individual to justice and consideration.
Shall we maintain our standards with respect to the Japanese?
5. Summary of the Arguments as Brought Out in
the Discussion
I Points for the Japanese to consider
a. There is in the ^est a genuine fear of unrestricted
immigration.
b. A large influx of Orientals might lead to violent
racial confliot.
c
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o. For successful democracy there must be homogeneity of
population.
d. have one unassimil ted race—the negro; this fact
make 8 us wary of another.
e. Gentlemen* 8 Agreement was not a treaty under the control
of the Senate as provided by the Constitution.
f. Gentlemen's Agreement did not stop satisfactorily the
flood of immigration, granting that the Japanese vere
honestly administering it.
g. The Exclusion Act of 1924 was not, in intent, a discrim-
inative measure but a means of protection.
h. The quota law is the most satisfactory plan for the
present—it is not discriminatory.
II Foints to be kept in mind by Americans.
a. The Japanese are here lawfully.
b. The Japanese population has never been alarmingly large.
c. There has never been an attempt on the ^art of the
Japanese to dominate the west coast, from any point
of view.
d. J panese compare, in every respect, very favorably
-rith all other races who have come to our shores.
Objections to them in Oalifornia based on their
virtues, not their vices.
e. That they cannot be said to be unassailable .hen they
have been denied the opportunity.
f. The Japanese are a proud and sensitive people—the
ost progressive and enlightened people of the East
—
they protest exclusion ao "aliens ineligible to
citizenship. H
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IOTIi
All pamphlet and nafrazine articles rcere Pend in
full! the books by Kawakarai, "Asia It the Door," "Japan
in World Politics, 1 and "That Japan Thinks," were read
quite fully, probably three- fanrths of each one. One-
half of Jenkfl tfid L&uok was read and one-half of "Jap-
anese in taeriOS , by Treat. "Japanese Problem" by
Millee vai read
:
uite fully, covering all points touched
upon in the paper.
"California and the Orient" ^as used as a study, n^t
reacli:,^ it fr : cover to cover, bvt looking op ail such
points a? were needed for use. Fro>v . ^ker-Hayes and
Ftadaut the whole or. the subject under consideration rras
used.
Lots of little short articles rhieh I osme across
in various magazines I heve rscle no account of as they
had no additional information and evidently care from
the sa:::c lo fee the longer ones r*ad.
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